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being caused by humans. This use of ‘false 
balance’ in climate change reporting 
is a practice that recent research has 
considered to be a tendency of the 
past. The study also demonstrates that 
journalists’ safety is a cause for concern. 
Environmental reporting puts journalists 
in some parts of the world in real danger, 

and many journalists feel 
the need to self-censor 
to stay safe. 

Crucially, journalists 
overwhelmingly agreed 
that support from 

external funding organizations was 
essential to enabling their climate and 
environment reporting. However, they are 
concerned with maintaining journalistic 
independence: neither wanting to be 
perceived as serving funders’ requirements 
or newsroom dictates, and motivated 

above all by the needs of their audiences.

In our current global moment, every 
story is a climate story – and every 
story, singularly and collectively, has the 
potential to address the threats faced by 
our shared planetary habitat. This report 
traces the global landscape of climate 
and environmental reporting in detail, and 
in doing so, brings to light some of the 
challenges and needs of journalists doing 
the crucial work of ‘covering the planet’.

The study reported on here provides a novel, 
truly global benchmark of the current state 
of climate and environmental journalism. 
This broadly international study is the only 
contemporary one of this scope and scale, 
incorporating the voices and insights of 
journalists in 108 countries. This study finds a 
varied landscape in which journalists strive 
to bring to public attention 
the environmental issues and 
problems that matter most, 
as well as solutions that are 
being enacted in regions 
around the world.

This study highlights positive trends as 
well as more worrying tendencies, each 
manifested with local nuance. Journalists 
reported that the volume of coverage of 
climate change and the environment is 
increasing in most places – though this 
is set against a backdrop of shrinking 
newsrooms, reductions to media freedom 
in some jurisdictions, and an expansion 
of misinformation and disinformation. In 
this context, the key challenge facing 
journalists who report on climate change 
and environment today is inadequate 
resources to verify, amplify and diversify 
their work. Importantly, the study also noted 
a concerning trend among journalists in 
some countries still seeking to ‘balance’ 
their climate change reporting by including 
contrarian sources - those that deny that 
climate change is happening, or that it is 

Media are the key source of information about climate change and 
environment for most people. Media define for audiences what 
environmental problems are, their causes and consequences, and provide 
options to act in response. Understanding how journalists all around the 
world report on climate change and the environment is crucial in the 
current moment in which attention to environmental crisis is so urgently 
needed, if we are to confront such crises and galvanize change. However, 
to date there has been no study on a truly global scale clarifying the 
challenges and enablers, role conceptions and professional development 
needs of journalists who cover climate change and the environment.

1. Executive Summary

Every story is  
a climate story.
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• Journalists perceive that 
 coverage of climate change and 
 the environment has increased 
 over time, mainly due to the 
 increase in problems related to 
 environment, and, to a lesser 
 extent, due to increasing public 
 interest.  

• Journalists reported 
 overwhelmingly (82% affirmative) 
 that climate and environmental 
 stories now have more 
 prominence – relative to other 
 subjects – than a decade ago. 

• Journalists reported in interviews, 
 however, that the volume of 
 coverage of climate change is  
 still not commensurate with the 
 seriousness of the problem. 

• Journalists said a health frame 
 was how they were most likely 
 to approach their climate and 
 environmental coverage (70%). 
 Other key themes related to 
 the environment that journalists 
 reported on were deforestation 
 (58%); water and sanitation (58%); 
 water pollution (57%); government 
 policy (56%); and plastic pollution 
 (53%). 

• Journalists noted overwhelmingly 
 that a lack of resources limits 
 their coverage of climate and 
 environmental issues (76%). 

• The concept of ‘balance’ is still 
 being used in many countries as a 
 reason to include climate 
 ‘skeptical’ sources in reporting 
 about climate change. 62% 
 of surveyed journalists reported 
 including statements from sources 
 who are skeptical of 

Rioting in Santiago, Chile, 2020

1.1 Key findings of this study

 anthropogenic 
 (human-caused) climate change  
 or climate science. 

• Most journalists adhere to 
 professional norms like objectivity, 
 seeing this as the core of their 
 profession. Few journalists said 
 they would advocate for 
 particular positions or policies on 
 climate or the environment in their 
 role. 

• Journalists in some countries are 
 threatened because of their work 
 and feel they have to self-censor. 
 39% of journalists are sometimes 
 or frequently threatened 
 because of their work and the 
 same percentage of journalists 
 has self-censored when covering 
 climate and environment-related 
 issues.  

• Threats to journalists come mainly 
 from those pursuing illegal 
 activities in relation to the 
 environment. 

• Climate and environmental 
 reporting is also complicated by 
 misinformation. 58% of journalists 
 surveyed said that misinformation 
 had increased in the last decade. 
 The source of that misinformation 
 was overwhelmingly social media 
 (93% of journalists observed this). 

• To increase their capacity to 
 report on climate change and 
 environment, journalists report 
 the top five priorities for 
 assistance as being: more funding 
 for in-depth journalism (79%); in 
 person training and workshops 
 (75%); fellowships to attend 
 conferences (72%); more access 

 to relevant data (67%) and better 
 access to subject experts (60%). 

• In the survey and interviews, 
 journalists agreed that the 
 work of media support NGOs was 
 crucially important to their climate 
 and environmental reporting. 
 Many journalists said that they 
 would not be able to report on 
 climate or environment without 
 this assistance. 

• There is a tension between 
 journalists’ desire for NGO funding 
 to cover climate/environment, 
 and their need for freedom and 
 independence in their work. 

• Journalists prefer NGO funding 
 not to be tied to particular 
 subject matter: they would like 
 to be free to cover the climate 
 and environmental topics that  
 are most locally relevant for  
 their audience.  

• Journalists did report in the 
 survey and interviews that they 
 had seen changes as a result of 
 their work. This was mostly related 
 to their audiences (and included 
 a perception of better public 
 understanding). 29% of journalists 
 reported government policy 
 change as a result of their work. 

• Journalists are focusing on 
 climate and environmental 
 problems as well as their 
 solutions. 72% of journalists said 
 that they reported problems and 
 solutions roughly in equal 
 balance.
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For funding 
organizations 

• Funders should make more 
 support available for journalists 
 covering climate change and the 
 environment.

• Funders should work with 
 journalists and newsrooms for a 
 focused approach and longevity 
 of funding.

• Funders should consider   
 journalists’ diverse training needs  
 in different country contexts.

• Funders should enable journalists  
 to cover the stories they deem  
 most locally relevant.

• Funders may need to develop 
 a more nuanced approach to 
 ‘objectivity’ and ‘advocacy.’

• Funders should be realistic when it 
 comes to asking journalists to 
 assess impact.

• Funders should avoid donor 
 influence on environmental news 
 coverage, and the perception of it.

1.2 Summary of recommendations 

For newsrooms 
• Newsrooms should encourage 
 some journalists to specialize in 
 reporting on climate change and 
 the environment.

• Media outlets should publish 
 and broadcast more climate and 
 environment stories and make 
 them more prominent. 

• Newsrooms should encourage 
 collaboration and knowledge 
 sharing between journalists: all 
 stories are climate stories.

• Newsrooms should consider 
 collaborating with climate 
 and environment news specialist 
 organizations.

• Newsrooms must help journalists 
 understand misinformation, its 
 origins, and how to avoid it.

• Media must work to protect 
 journalists’ physical, legal and 
 digital safety.

For journalists
• Journalists must focus on making 
 global environmental issues 
 locally relevant.

• Climate and environmental 
 journalism should cover solutions 
 as well as problems.

• Climate justice perspectives 
 should be highlighted in climate 
 change reporting.

• Journalists need to consider 
 their own, and their media outlet’s 
 position on the spectrum 
 between ‘objectivity’ and 
 ‘advocacy’.

• Journalists should not provide 
 a platform for sources that deny 
 climate science.

• Journalists need to build their 
 knowledge on attribution science.

• Journalists need to work together 
 to ensure climate/environment 
 issues suffuse more reporting.

• Journalists need to make clear 
 humans’ dependence on the 
 natural world.
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2.

BACKGROUND  
AND PURPOSE  
OF THIS STUDY
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Given this dire state of our shared 
global environment, the need for 
meaningful responses to climate 
change and environmental 
degradation in all sectors of society 
is now acute. Public understanding 
of these issues – one avenue to 
spur policy change – is now crucial. 
However, ‘climate literacy’ (Azevedo 
and Marques 2017) is not widespread 
on a global level and many people 
have difficulty understanding their 
own impact on the climate as 
well as connecting the impacts of 
environmental issues with their own 
lives and futures (Moser 2010). Most 
people derive their understanding 
of climate and environment from the 
media (Newman et al. 2020) making 
the intersection between media and 
environment a crucial site for study. 
How the information landscape around 
us defines the causes and impacts of, 
and solutions to, environmental harms 
fundamentally influences the actions 
taken in response. This means that 
journalists who investigate, curate and 
analyze climate and environmental 
information play a crucial role in 
building public understanding of these 
pressing problems (Fahy & Nisbet 2011; 
Hase et al. 2021). At its most impactful, 
such work may even lead to the kind of 
policy change that is so much needed 
to solve environmental harms (Tolmie 
2023). 

Environmental journalism, and climate 
journalism specifically, have become 
a significant field of study in recent 
decades. Many researchers have 
sought to understand behind-the-

scenes media production processes, 
and the challenges and enablers 
experienced by journalists reporting 
on environmental issues (for example, 
Boykoff 2011; Schäfer and Painter 2021). 
Much research has also investigated 
reporting of climate change and 
environment from the point of view 
of audiences (for example, Bolin and 
Hamilton 2018; Newman et al. 2018). 
Most research about environmental 
communication has, however, focused 
on high income countries, particularly 
the USA (Milsten & Mocatta 2022), 
though research into climate and 
environmental journalism in low- and 
middle-income countries is increasing.

The purpose of this study is to provide 
a first, truly global overview of the 
practice of reporting on climate 
change and environment from the 
point of view of the journalists who are 
engaged in doing this work. This study 
also consulted journalists on what 
they most needed to help enable and 
uplift their work in this time of acute 
environmental challenges. Additionally, 
the study sought to establish how 
journalists think of those organizations 
– like philanthropic bodies and media 
development NGOs – that support, 
fund and elevate their work. Most 
studies of climate and environmental 
journalism to date have not provided 
a broad, international ‘snapshot’ of 
such work, or focused on NGO support, 
to determine how these things unfold 
in a wide variety of national settings. 
This study incorporates the insights 
and voices of hundreds of journalists 
in both high- and low-income country 
settings – both specialist climate 
and environmental journalists and 
generalists. In the sections of the report 
that follow, we provide more detail of 
the global context and extent of this 
study. 

Climate change and environmental harms are the defining issues of our times, requiring profound, unprecedented and 
urgent global action (United Nations 2023). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warned in its Sixth 
Assessment Report in 2023 that global heating will likely exceed 1.5°C on our current emissions trajectory and that 
current policy commitments would see a temperature rise of 2.7°C by 2100 (IPCC 2023). Many environmental changes 
will be irreversible beyond 2°C of heating (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2019). Climate change is projected to intensify 
extreme weather events including cyclones, storms, heatwaves, droughts and floods. It will also accelerate the loss 
of ice sheets and glaciers, resulting in both global sea level rise and water scarcity in glacier-fed catchments (IPCC 
2018). Global biodiversity is likewise at risk from climate change and other anthropogenic environmental harms. The 
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) reported in 2019 that one 
million species are threatened with extinction and that extinction is occurring at a rate tens to hundreds of times faster 
than the average over the past 10 million years (IPBES 2019). Shockingly, it has been estimated that there will be more 
plastic than fish in our oceans by 2050 (ABC/AFP 2016). Human populations everywhere are already, and will continue 
to be, affected by climate change and environmental degradation, with the people and places least equipped to deal 
with such risk and damage currently experiencing the most severe impacts (Saeed et al. 2023).

The purpose of this 
study is to provide 
a first, truly global 

overview of the 
practice of reporting 

on climate change  
and environment…
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3.

LITERATURE 
REVIEW
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Since the early 2000s, journalism has been in flux – even in crisis. Media convergence around the online digital landscape has led 
to the collapse of the traditional business model for doing public interest journalism. Falling advertising revenues have resulted in 
‘legacy’ media organizations, globally, cutting journalist jobs and reducing the frequency of print media runs (Bauer et al. 2013). 
Many traditional media outlets, especially print newspapers, have shifted online or disappeared entirely. The decline in revenue 
for funding journalism has meant a deterioration in working conditions for many journalists, with fewer resources available for the 
time-consuming practices of in-depth reporting and investigative journalism (Schäfer & Painter 2021). Fewer reporters are now 
widely asked to produce more stories across multiple platforms, often within tighter deadlines.

Climate and environmental journalism, 
in particular, have been affected 
by these profound changes to the 
business of reporting the news. In the 
early 2000s, media outlets especially 
in high-income countries saw heavy 
cuts in specialist journalist roles and 
dedicated beats – including the 
environmental beat – where this 
existed (Friedman 2015; Sachsman & 
Valenti, 2015; Painter et al. 2018). Long 
running, more slowly developing news 
stories, as climate and environmental 
stories tend to be, have also lost ground 
to often more sensational, event-
oriented reporting in the contest for 
audience attention and advertiser 
revenue that drives the media’s issue-
attention cycle (Bailey 2022; Downs 
1972). In this context, climate and 
environmental news constitute a tiny 
proportion of overall news coverage – 
for example, less than 1% of broadcast 
news in the United States (Cabrera 
2020). The Media and Climate Change 
Observatory Project (MeCCO) has 
tracked climate change coverage in 
126 international media sources, most of 
these since 2000, and has found issue-
oriented peaks in coverage. There has 
only been a slight overall trend toward 
increased coverage between 2014 and 
2023 (Boykoff et al. 2023).

Parallel to the decline in traditional 
news media, digital-born media 
outlets have proliferated, developing 
a business model that relies on 
user engagement and social 
media interactions to generate 

advertising revenue (Küng 2016). This 
shift has fundamentally changed 
the one-way ‘broadcast model’ of 
communication, allowing for greater 
interaction between journalists 
and their audiences and a greater 
accessibility of information (and 
misinformation) to the public (Hansen 
2020). Journalists, including those who 
report on environmental issues, are now 
increasingly curating and evaluating 
information from user-produced 
media for public consumption (Fahy & 
Nisbet 2011; Brüggemann 2017). In this 
new, increasingly digital landscape, 
environmental journalism has thrived 
in places, while withering in others – 
as we describe in more detail in the 
sections that follow.

The decline of environmental beats and 
the pressures of the changing media 
landscape are well-documented in 
high-income countries, particularly 
the Anglosphere (Kovarik 2020; 
Schäfer & Painter 2021). Despite recent 
valuable contributions on climate and 
environmental communication in lower 
income countries and the Global South 
(e.g., Rochyadi-Reetz and Teng’O 2021; 
Sharif and Medvecky 2018; Takahashi 
2023; Das 2019; 2020), there is still a 
relative paucity of research that sheds 
light on the current state of climate and 
environmental journalism in low- and 
middle-income countries1 (LMICs), other 
than countries with rapidly growing 
economies such as China and India 
(Comfort et al. 2020). Problematically, 
LMIC scholars’ research on climate and 

3.1 Practicing climate and environmental 
journalism, globally, in the 21st century 

environmental journalism is often not 
acknowledged by their colleagues 
in high-income countries (Takahashi 
2023), who unjustly assume LMIC 
media outlets unable to financially 
support environmental journalism 
(Kovarik 2020). 

On the contrary, research shows 
that – despite challenges – climate 
and environmental journalism in 
LMICs increasing, vibrant and locally 
nuanced. LMICs are now “news 
makers” not just “news takers” (Ejaz 
and Najam 2023 p. 2). They no longer 
simply reflect ‘Northern’ discourse 
on climate change, but are creating 
place-specific narratives, often 
informed by lived experience of 
climate-driven weather extremes 
and embedding calls for climate 
justice (Das 2020). However, more 
so than their high-income country 
colleagues, journalists in LMICs 
are often subject to professional 
precarity, including earning lower 
salaries than professionals in other 
comparable roles in their national 
contexts (Matthews and Onyemaobi 
2020). LMIC journalists also tend to 
face scarce resourcing for covering 
climate change and environment 
and, in some settings, they 
contend with limited ‘environmental 
literacy’ among the public (Koop 
2020; Jjuuko 2020; Newlands 
2020; Okpara 2020).  In LMICs, 
environmental issues are closely 
intertwined with issues of poverty 
and human rights (Kovarik 2020). This 

1. To denote low, middle and high-income countries, this study uses the World Bank’s classification of countries by income, based on GNI per capita data. This data is available at:  
https://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/the-world-by-income-and-region.html

https://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/the-world-by-income-and-region.html
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makes environmental reporting, 
particularly in countries that 
have limited press freedom and/
or corrupt systems, more difficult 
– sometimes exposing journalists 
to threats and violent attacks 
(Freedman 2020). Additionally, in 
developing economies in LMICs, 
environmentalism and calls for 
better environmental regulations 
may be viewed as a hindrance 
to development progress and 
economic growth, leaving 
journalists in these contexts more 
vulnerable to industry pressures. 

Given this context of quite differing 
conditions for the practice of 
climate and environmental 
journalism across the planet, and 
considering the current research 
landscape with a ‘Global North’ 
orientation, it is crucial at this 
time of unprecedented global 
challenges to better understand 
the global face of reporting climate 
and environmental news. Having 
surveyed the conditions for doing 
journalism, so radically changed 
in recent decades, we now turn to 
the literature on journalists’ own 
role perceptions in the context of 
doing climate and environmental 
journalism.

…research shows 
that – despite 

challenges – 
climate and 

environmental 
journalism in 

LMICs increasing, 
vibrant and 

locally nuanced. 
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How journalists perceive their 
professional roles and how they strive 
to fulfil them greatly influences how 
their work plays out. Research indicates 
that journalists’ role perceptions have 
diversified within the shifting media 
landscape since the early 2000s – 
particularly in high-income countries 
(Brüggemann 2017). Traditionally, 
journalists occupied a ‘watchdog’, 
‘gatekeeper’ or ‘Fourth Estate’ role, 
bringing information to light that those 
in positions of authority would rather 
keep hidden and holding the powerful 
to account, while also controlling 
what information was brought to the 
public’s attention (Fahy and Nisbet 
2011). In the age of user-produced 
media, however, journalists have also 
adopted the role of ‘curator’, ‘convener’ 
or ‘analyst’, assembling information 
from user-produced as well as expert 
sources, and deploying their “trained 
judgement” (Fahy 2018) to evaluate it 
for audiences.

 In addition to these more recent role 
changes, environmental communicators 
have long been described as needing 
to play an “advocacy” role and having 
an “ethical duty” (Cox 2007) to enable 
change in the ways we act toward 
the environment. Since its beginnings 
in the 1960s, environmental journalism 
has been criticized for lacking 
objectivity (Fahy 2018) and climate and 
environmental journalists, particularly, 
are often perceived by their journalist 
peers as active advocates for climate 
and environmental action (Lester 2013). 
However, the literature suggests that 
journalism as a whole has been moving 
away from objectivity as a professional 
practice in the digital landscape (Fahy 
2018; Salvesen 2018) and indeed, in 
the context of the profound changes 
in the global media landscape, some 
researchers have pointed out a need 
to think “beyond journalism” (p. 165) 
and to formulate a broader definition 
of the field (Deuze and Witschge 2018) 

in a time of “post-normal” journalism 
(Brüggemann 2017). The practice of 
environmental journalism perhaps 
especially contributes to the need for a 
new and expanded understanding of 
the role and purpose of journalism. 

Indeed, there have been calls 
from journalists themselves to 
treat climate and environment 
coverage differently to other areas 
of journalism. The Guardian’s global 
environment editor, Jonathan 
Watts, has laid out how such 
reporting must seek to “shape public 
opinion” and “influence change”. 
“Business as usual is not enough” 
he has written. “Nor is journalism 
as usual” (Watts 2020). Journalism 
researchers have likewise called for 
journalists to actively advocate for 
a liveable planet in the course of 
doing journalism (Brüggemann et 
al. 2022), and have suggested that 
the need to respond with advocacy 
to environmental crisis may indeed 
be transforming and redefining 
journalism itself. Brüggemann et al. 
(2022, p. 1) have outlined what they 
call “transformative journalism”:

3.2 Journalists’ role perceptions, advocacy 
and solutions in environmental reporting

Other research suggests, however, that 
journalists who report on these subjects 
are cautious to regard themselves as 
advocates, still preferring to describe 
their practice as adhering to traditional 
journalistic norms like impartiality, 
balance and objectivity (Mocatta et al. 
2022; Robbins and Wheatley 2021). This 
means there is a tension among media 
practitioners themselves about what 
the professional norms of journalism 
might look like, when covering climate 
change and the environment.

It is clear, however, that long-held 
journalistic norms are in flux and that 
reporting on environmental harms is 
one of the drivers of this trend. It has 
famously been shown, for example, 
that journalistic ‘balance’ can be 
problematic when reporting on highly 
polarized issues such as climate 
change. Boykoff and Boykoff (2004) 
found that the U.S. ‘prestige press’ in 
the early 2000s gave climate ‘skeptic’ 
sources equal weighting with scientific 
experts in the interests of ‘balance’, 
thereby failing to accurately represent 
overwhelming scientific consensus 
on climate change and obfuscating 
public understanding as a result. 
More recent research suggests that 
journalists are increasingly reporting in 
line with scientific consensus on climate 
change, only representing climate 
denialism or skepticism critically in their 
reporting (Brüggemann and Engesser 

It has famously 
been shown, 
however, that 

journalistic 
‘balance’ can 

be problematic 
when reporting 

on highly 
polarized issues 
such as climate 

change.

The term encompasses a diversity of 
new role conceptions and practices 
that converge around an explicit 
and transparent commitment to 
contribute to the social-ecological 
transformation of societies by 
doing journalism. It is thus a form 
of advocacy journalism that is 
special in being dedicated to the 
most common of common goods, 
preserving the eco-systems and 
natural resources of the planet.
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2017; McAllister et al. 2021). However, 
once again, this shift has been noted 
primarily in research that focuses on 
media and journalists in the higher 
income countries in the Global North. 
Some recent research suggests that 
such change – including recognizing 
‘balance as bias’ – has not happened 
everywhere (Lidubwi and Wamwea 
2023). This study seeks to clarify role 
perceptions and journalistic norms with 
a global cohort of journalists.

Audiences’ interactions with news 
also play into journalists’ current role 
perceptions and preferred models 
for doing journalism. In the current 
moment of seemingly constant ‘bad 
news’, particularly in relation to the 
environment, selective news avoidance 
is becoming more common, globally. 
News avoidance stems from audience 
overwhelm with stories that evoke 
negative emotions and that focus on 
conflict. Research shows that coverage 
that is problem-, crisis- or disaster-

oriented stories can lead to audience 
disengagement with news (Newman 
et al. 2023). As a result, climate and 
environmental reporting can fail to 
conscientize audiences on individual 
and collective solutions (Hackett et 
al. 2017). Solutions journalism (also 
referred to as constructive journalism) 
incorporates discussion of possible 
solutions into reporting of a range of 
social problems (McIntyre 2019; Thier 
and Lin 2022). 

While the literature on solutions 
journalism has grown in the last 

decade, scholars are divided on its 
efficacy in engaging audiences, and 
climate and environmental journalism-
specific research on solutions journalism 
is limited. How solutions journalism 
approaches might translate into 
action from audiences is not yet clearly 
established (Lough and McIntyre 2023). 
Researchers have noted, however, that 
solutions journalism has the potential to 
alleviate negative emotions about the 
news (Hermans and Prins 2022), increase 
media trust (Thier et al. 2021), and in 
relation to climate in particular, elevate 
support for climate policy (Thier and 
Lin 2022). At the same time, there may 
remain some misunderstanding among 
audiences, and even among journalists, 
about what solutions journalism is, 
and does. Audiences may perceive 
solutions journalism as just stories that 
report ‘good news’, while journalists 
may misinterpret solutions journalism 
as simply reporting on ‘solutions’, when 
in reality, it involves robustly evaluating 

Along with solutions 
journalism, local 
storytelling may 
also encourage 

engagement 
with climate and 

environmental news. 
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and being critical of the successes and 
limitations of any solutions covered 
(Dodd 2021). 

Some have argued that solutions 
journalism strays from the journalistic 
norm of ‘objectivity’ and could 
sometimes be categorized as 
advocacy, requiring the journalist, as it 
does, to prescribe a particular response 
to a given issue (Aitamurto and Varma 
2018). Other journalism scholars, 
however, contend that advocacy is 
an intrinsic part of all journalism, and 
that journalists should therefore not be 
deterred from writing solution-oriented 
stories (Aitamurto and Varma 2018; 
Fisher 2016).   

Along with solutions journalism, local 
storytelling may also encourage 
engagement with climate and 
environmental news. Though many 
media consumers across the globe now 
have lived experience of climate change 
and environmental harms, climate 
change specifically is still perceived 
in some places as a spatially and 
temporally distant issue (Rickard et al. 
2016). Research indicates that reporting 
climate change in a way that highlights 
local impacts and solutions can make 
the topic more tangible and promote 
attitudinal changes (Bloomfield and 
Manktelow 2021; Scannell and Gifford 
2013) allowing people to relate climate 
change to their lived experiences and 
everyday lives (Nettlefold and Pecl 2022). 

This study has asked a global cohort 
of journalists about their perceptions 
in relation to balance and advocacy; 
whether they report more from a 
perspective of problems or solutions 
and whether they focus on the global or 
the local in environmental reporting. The 
results presented in this report provide 
empirical data toward clarifying some 
of the questions and silences in the 
literature noted above, from the point of 
view of journalists themselves.
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Environmental journalism is considered 
one of the more dangerous news 
beats in the world (Freedman 2020). 
Reporters sans Frontières/Reporters 
without Borders (RSF) noted that 
environmental journalists are more likely 
to be subjected to violence than other 
journalists due to a “hostile climate” for 
environmental reporting, globally (RSF 
2015). More recently, Trionfi (2024, p. 4) 
has documented how: 

 

While all journalists face risks in their 
work, reporters in countries with little or 
no press freedom are more likely to be 
subjected to threats, harassment and 
physical violence. This is due to political 
and economic interests, and sometimes 
criminal and corrupt activities that 
are often implicated in perpetrating 
environmental harms (Fahn 2004). 
Between 2005 and 2016, an estimated 
40 journalists were killed due to their 
environment-related work – more than 
all the journalists killed covering the 
U.S. war in Afghanistan (Warren 2016), 
and the toll on reporters covering the 
environment continues (RSF 2020).  

While most violent attacks on 
environmental journalists occur in 
LMICs, those in high-income countries 
can also be targeted. For example, 
Finland has been ranked first in the 
World Press Freedom Index multiple 
years in a row, however, there have 
been reported incidents of verbal 
harassment and death threats, and 
targeted smear campaigns toward 
environmental journalists due to 
increasing political and societal 

polarization (Hiltunen 2016). There are 
also accounts from environmental 
journalists in the United States who 
have been arrested while reporting on 
environmental protests, had their gear 
confiscated, and been intimidated by 
police (Freedman 2020). 

In 2015, Reporters Without Borders 
declared India and Cambodia 
to be the deadliest countries for 
environmental journalists in the 

world (RSF 2015). In 2020, India was 
again in focus as a hotspot for 
journalist harassment and murder. 
RSF has documented threats, arrests, 
spurious prosecution and various 
kinds of harassment as ways that 
environmental reporters have been 
targeted by governments, business 
interests and those undertaking illegal 
activities (RSF 2020). And while some 
stories of journalist deaths become 
headline news, like the 2022 killing of 
British journalist Dom Phillips in Brazil’s 
Javari Valley, others, like the 2020 
death of Shubham Mani Tripathi, 
who was covering illegal sand mining 
in Uttar Pradesh, India, are hardly 
reported at all.

In the 1980s, Latin America was 
considered one of the most dangerous 
places in the world for environmentalists 

(Koop 2020). Environmental journalists 
often faced persecution for reporting 
on environmental issues that exposed 
corruption and human rights violations 
(Kovarik 2020). As a result of violent 
attacks on environmental journalists, 
many newsrooms greatly scaled back 
environmental reporting, or stopped 
it altogether, in the 1990s and early 
2000s (Koop 2020). Although the 
2000s have seen a resurgence of 
environmental reporting in parts of 
Latin America, many dangers remain 
(De Assis 2024). A spate of journalist 
murders in Colombia between 2017 and 
2023 have again brought journalism 
in Latin America into focus. Trionfi’s 
2024 report details that harassment 
from illegal actors, and sometimes 
“state actors colluding with the illegal 
actors” (p.30) is a common experience 
for journalists covering climate and 
environment in Latin America.

Aware of the current dangers or 
doing climate and environmental 
journalism, in this study, we also probed 
journalists about whether they had 
experienced such issues. This study 
was concerned with establishing just 
how much of a problem safety and 
security are currently for journalists 
covering the environment, in diverse 
global locations. This study also 
investigated whether safety concerns 
affected news that is produced, for 
example, by resulting in self-censorship. 
As we report in detail in the sections 
that follow, a slim majority of our 
respondents had not experienced 
threats or danger as a result of 
their work, however, many said they 
needed to self-censor at times. We 
did note a slight trend toward gender 
diverse journalists experiencing more 
harassment than any other journalists – 
as we explain in more detail below.

3.3 Dangers to journalists who report  
on climate and the environment

Certain stories – which vary from 
region to region – are effectively 
off-limits for journalists due to the 
dangers associated with covering 
them. This censorship silences vital 
public-interest information and 
endangers the fight to protect 
the environment and address the 
climate crisis.

…reporters in 
countries with 

little or no press 
freedom are 

more likely to 
be subjected 

to threats, 
harassment and 

physical violence.
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RSF has documented threats, arrests, 
spurious prosecution and… harassment 
as ways that environmental reporters 
have been targeted by governments, 

business interests and those 
undertaking illegal activities.
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3.4 Alternative (re)sources and models  
for climate and environmental journalism

As the global imperative for 
supporting and uplifting climate and 
environmental journalism has become 
clear, an array of different (re)sources 
and models for financially aiding and 
providing information for climate and 
environmental journalism has emerged. 
These include information subsidy 
to journalists by environmental non-
government organizations ENGOs; 
single subject, specialist news outlets 
– themselves often philanthropically 
funded – as well as specialist media 
support NGOs offering funding and 
training to journalists in diverse national 
contexts. All these models facilitate 
climate and environmental news that 
would otherwise not be financially 
viable (Comfort & Blankenship 2021). 

Research into ENGOs as information 
sources for journalists is fairly limited 
(Powers 2015), but the extant literature 
suggests that ENGOs are an important 
source of information for journalists on 
climate change and environmental 
issues (Sakellari 2023). As traditional 
media have downsized since the 
2000s, ENGOs have become more 
professionalized and competitive in 
their ‘information subsidy’ to journalists 
(Powers 2018). ENGOs have indeed 
been characterized in the literature 
as ‘alternative newsmakers’ (Wright 
2019), and, although non-profit and 
NGO media have existed for some 
time, their expansion in the digital 
media landscape has allowed them 
to effectively bypass news media 
gatekeeping and, perhaps, professional 
journalistic norms (Cox and Schwarze 
2022; Carvajal et al, 2012). While some 
academics are concerned about 
ENGO’s information subsidy to journalists 
not adhering to journalistic standards 
(Comfort and Blankenship, 2021), most 
literature suggests that NGOs typically 
follow traditional journalistic norms even 
at the expense of organizational goals 
and values (Cottle & Nolan 2007; Moon 
2018). ENGOs produce their information 

this way to develop a relationship which 
is mutually beneficial, aiding journalists 
while ultimately also enabling the 
distribution of ENGO materials (Konishi 
2018). 

Since the early 2000s, digital media 
organizations began to appear online, 
giving journalists the potential to quickly 
reach broader audiences (Neuzil 2020; 
Robbins 2023). Newman et al. (2022) 
found in their global survey of media 
audiences that most respondents, 
regardless of country of residence, 
accessed online news media more often 
than other sources of news. ‘Digital 
native’ media organizations often have 
a younger target audience (under 
35 years old) and dedicated climate 
and environmental sections to meet 
these audiences’ interests (Painter et al. 
2018).  In the digital media landscape, 
single subject-area news outlets 
have emerged both in higher income 
countries and LMICs as an alternative 
model for investigating and delivering 
climate and environmental news (Russell 
et al. 2022). Many such outlets are not-
for-profit entities, supported by funding 
from philanthropic foundations and 
private donors, or media development 
NGOs. Such focused online news 
sites and collectives include Covering 
Climate Now, Mongabay, Carbon 
Brief and The Third Pole, offering 
comprehensive and specialized 
coverage on climate change and 
environmental issues, and analysis of the 
social and political implications of those 
issues. 

The Third Pole (amalgamated into 
Dialogue Earth in 2024) is an example 
of a foundation-funded media outlet. 
The Third Pole is a project that was 
established by Internews and China 
Dialogue Trust – the latter a UK-
based NGO, itself funded by numerous 
philanthropic foundations. The Third 
Pole was established to report on 
environmental and climate impacts in 
the Himalayas and Tibetan Plateau, 

incorporating journalists from Nepal, 
Bhutan, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, 
and China, among other countries 
in the region. Similarly, not-for-profit 
philanthropically funded environmental 
journalism outlet Mongabay supports 
climate and environmental reporting 
in Indonesia, Latin America, India, and 
Africa, with a network of 800 journalists. 
Mongabay elevates the voices of local 
LMIC reporters to a global audience, 
working in reverse of many other leading 
subject-focused news outlets where 
funding and information flow is generally 
from higher- to lower-income countries. 
Finally, Covering Climate Now, founded 
in 2019 to share best-practice climate 
journalism and training, is perhaps the 
most well-known example of a single 
subject news collective. Like other not-
for-profit news organizations, Covering 
Climate Now is itself supported by 
grants from foundations and individual 
philanthropists. (As an example, funders 
include: Actions@EBMF, the Green 
South Foundation, the Michaux Family 
Foundation, the Park Foundation, Silicon 
Valley Community Foundation, Waverley 
Street Foundation, and the WOKA 
Foundation).  Covering Climate Now 
shares content with partner newsrooms 
in 60 countries, including in LMICs. One 
caveat for this model is that stories 
may lack the local relevance that 
makes people more interested in, and 
more intent to act upon, environmental 
information. 

While such niche environmental news 
sites provide in-depth coverage on 
environmental issues worldwide, some 
scholars argue that these sites only 
appeal to those who are already well-
informed on environmental problems, 
and therefore produce an echo 
chamber of like-minded individuals – 
failing to effectively reach those who 
are uninterested or disengaged and 
potentially leaving them uninformed 
(Gibson, 2017).      

Regionally-based environmental and 
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climate journalism networks are also 
important sources of information, 
funding and training that enable 
especially LMIC journalists in the 
practice of climate and environmental 
reporting. Two Latin American examples 
are ActionLAC, headquartered in 
Panama and funded by Fundación 
Ávina, which provides journalists 
with information on national climate 
commitments as well as promoting 
collaboration and knowledge sharing; 
and LatinClima, a regional climate 
journalism consortium funded by 
German and Spanish international 
development agencies which brings 
together journalists from across Latin 
America and the Caribbean for 
capacity building and information 
sharing. On the African continent, 
Water Journalists Africa and InfoNile 
bring together journalists covering 
environmental issues in the Nile Basin 
countries in particular, also helping 
journalists source funding and training. 
Elsewhere, societies and membership 
groups for environmental and climate 
change journalists, for example the 
Environmental Journalism Society 
of Kenya, Society of Indonesian 
Environmental Journalists and the 
Oxpeckers Center for Investigative 
Environmental Journalism2 offer 
mentorship, collaboration and support.

A crucial part of this landscape are 
specialist media support NGOs and 
donor foundations that offer grant 
funding to empower journalism in 
diverse global locations. Such NGOs 
tend to share goals of bolstering press 
freedom, enabling good journalism, 
confronting misinformation, ensuring 
safety for journalists and helping media 
to become economically sustainable. 
Many such organizations are motivated 
also by the goals of protecting free 

speech and independent media 
as fundamental prerequisites for 
democracy. Organizations like 
Internews, funder of the present study, 
IMS (International Media Support), 
JournalismFund Europe, International 
Fund for Public Interest Media and many 
other smaller NGOs work internationally 
in this sphere. Specialist media 
support organizations have become 
an invaluable source of funding and 
training for climate and environmental 
journalists worldwide as ‘traditional’ 
media outlets dedicate fewer resources 
to environmental journalism (Newlands, 
2020; Carvajal et al., 2012; Powers, 
2015). On environmental themes 
specifically, Internews’ Earth Journalism 
Network (EJN) has, for two decades, 
enabled journalists all over the world 
– and especially in LMICs – to cover 
the environment more effectively. By 
facilitating workshops, fellowships and 
training, producing content for local 
media, establishing journalist networks, 
and funding individual journalists to 
investigate and produce stories, EJN has 
amplified climate and environmental 
journalism, globally. 

The ecology of media-support 
organizations, philanthropic funding 
and the resourcing they provide to 
journalists and newsrooms has received 
rather limited research attention. A 
recent study indicates that the not-
for-profit and philanthropically funded 
news sector is growing (NORC 2024).  A 
handful of research papers have looked 
at donor and philanthropic funding 
in LMICs particularly (Malan 2018; 
Miller 2009; Myers 2018), some finding 
that there can be tensions between 
charitable funding and newsroom 
independence in LMICs especially 
(Schiffrin 2017). At the same time, it is 
clear that quite some journalism in 

LMICs might never be produced if not 
for the support of foreign funders and 
NGOs - and this may be particularly 
the case for climate and environmental 
reporting. As well as enabling such 
reporting by bypassing other newsroom 
priorities and relieving professional 
precarity, external funding support may 
even help protect journalism from local 
editorial interference, given the robust 
reporting structures and oversights 
generally required by supporting 
organizations (Townend 2016). At the 
same time, philanthropic funding should 
perhaps also be considered a support 
system or a safety net as media outlets 
and journalists navigate the changing 
media landscape and determine what 
media viability and a sustainable 
business model looks like today. External 
funding alone is likely not a sustainable 
long-term solution to the task of 
reporting environmental news – though 
it will likely remain in the mix of factors 
that enable such journalism, into the 
future.

Given that there is little existing 
research into NGO funding of 
journalism that covers climate and 
environment specifically, the present 
study is designed to speak to many 
research silences. We asked journalists 
about the current state of climate and 
environmental reporting in each of 
their own national contexts, and we 
wanted to know what specific aspects 
of reporting these subjects journalists 
needed assistance with. We wanted 
to know what kinds of assistance 
could help amplify their work. We 
also asked journalists about their 
relationships with funders and media 
support organizations. We present the 
findings of this in-depth look at the 
NGO/climate/environmental journalism 
relationship in the sections that follow.

2.   LatinClima, InfoNile, Water Journalists Africa, the Society of Indonesian Environmental Journalists and the Oxpeckers Center for Investigative Environmental Journalism have all received 
funding from Internews and the Earth Journalism Network, supporters of this research study.
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4.

METHODOLOGY
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The study is informed by the following  
research questions:  

1: What is the current state of climate and environmental journalism, globally? 

 a. What issues are journalists reporting on, in relation to climate  
 and the environment? 

 b. How frequently are journalists reporting on climate change 
 and the  environment?  

2: How do journalists perceive the prominence of environmental and climate stories 
as compared to other beats or in the past? 

3: To what extent do journalists perceive support for climate and environmental 
reporting from editors and newsroom leadership? 

4: What are the obstacles to reporting on the environment and climate change, and 
what are enablers? 

5: What do journalists need to increase their capacity to report on the environment 
and climate change? 

6: What role can funding organizations play in supporting environmental and climate 
journalists? 

To address research gaps identified in the literature, as outlined in the sections above, this study undertakes what is perhaps 
the first truly global assessment of the contemporary state of climate and environmental journalism. The key objectives of this 
study were to reach a genuinely diverse, international sample of journalists, as well as to research beyond the English-speaking 
world and the high-income countries, which, as discussed above, have been the context for most environmental journalism 
inquiry to date (Agin and Karlsson 2021; Schäfer and Painter 2021). As a contemporary study of the state of climate and 
environmental reporting, this study intends to provide a benchmark for how this journalism specialization is faring, including 
journalists’ perceptions of the amount of climate and environmental journalism that is being produced, the challenges and 
enablers of this work, and what factors contribute toward either amplifying or silencing it. This study does not undertake media 
content analysis, but instead focuses on the experiences, perceptions and responses of journalists themselves, prominently 
incorporating their voices. This study will be of use to organizations that fund journalism on climate change and environment, 
as well as to journalists, newsrooms and media organizations that are interested in understanding the global face of their 
profession, relative to climate and environmental reporting. The research presented here is also of use to researchers who 
investigate the relationship between media and environment broadly.
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4.1 Ethical considerations

The research team applied to the 
Deakin University Human Research 
Ethics Committee (DUHREC) which 
adheres to Australia’s National 
Statement on Ethical Conduct in 
Human Research. Ethics concerns 
centered around conducting web-
based, multi-country research while 
it was not feasible to undertake an 
ethics approval process in each 
country where respondents originated 
from. To inform our response to this 
kind of ethical risk, the research team 
undertook a review of the (limited) 
literature about the ethics of internet-
based research. We found that other 
researchers have grappled with 
this issue, given a recent increase in 
international research conducted fully 
online. Looijmans et al. (2022, p.3) have 
stated that “for international internet-
based studies that take place solely 
online, it seems less obvious to apply 

for ethical review procedures in multiple 
countries”. We noted two studies 
which were international, internet-
based studies (DiBonaventura et al. 
2010; Hämeen-Anttila 2014) in which 
researchers applied for and received 
ethical approval only from the Human 
Research Ethics Committee of the 
principal investigator, even though 
participants in multiple countries were 
recruited. The research team for this 
study was asked to submit a detailed 
‘higher than low-risk’ application, in 
which we noted these precedents in 
the research on internet-based studies. 
The project was granted approval 
under the DUHREC ethics approval 
number: 2023-260. 

The research sought to obtain informed 
consent from each participant, 
providing each with a Plain Language 
Statement which explained the 
purpose of the research and a 

consent form, translated into the 
study’s multiple languages (detailed 
below). Given the discussion above of 
the dangers journalists face in some 
countries, the project survey was 
designed for anonymous participation. 
Although interviews were necessarily 
non-anonymous, interview material 
has also been used anonymously in 
this report, and will remain so in any 
additional research outputs from this 
study, to protect participants’ identities. 
Only country identifiers for interviewees 
are used in this report. Transcripts 
have been stored securely on a 
password protected Deakin University 
data repository system to preserve 
journalists’ anonymity. No adverse 
outcomes were reported during the 
conduct of this research.
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4.2 Data collection

A mixed-methods approach was 
adopted for this study, including 
a quantitative survey and semi-
structured qualitative interviews. The 
survey, comprising 32 questions, was 
created to elicit data in response to the 
research questions. Response options 
were either yes/no with a follow-up 
question; allowed a Likert-scale (5 
option) response, or multiple responses. 
One question had 31 possible (choose 
all that apply) response options. 
This level of detail was necessary 
as the survey was designed to be 
delivered in multiple languages, so only 
quantitative response data could be 
collected. The survey, written initially 
in English, was then translated into 10 
additional languages (Arabic, Bahasa 
Indonesia, French, Hindi, Portuguese, 
Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, 
Swahili, Ukrainian) with the aim of giving 
accessibility to the widest possible 
global cohort of journalist-respondents. 
The survey was hosted on the online 
platform, Qualtrics. Potential survey 
participants were contacted through 

the researchers’ existing networks, 
and through journalist networks of 
the funding organization, Internews. 
Journalists were asked to share the 
survey link with their peers, and calls to 
complete the survey were also shared 
on social media. The intent was for 
the survey to travel internationally and 
for journalists to encourage their local 
colleagues to undertake it.

The survey ran from October 
2023-January 2024. A total of 888 
journalists from 102 countries engaged 
with the survey over this period, 
however, 144 journalists were excluded 
by the initial screening question which 
asked whether they ever reported 
on climate change or environment. 
Participants did not need to be 
specialist climate or environmental 
journalists – they only ‘sometimes’ had 
to report on these subjects, but this 
experience needed to be ‘current’. 
Those 144 journalists who answered in 
the negative were excluded, leaving 
a cohort of survey 744 respondents. 
Not all journalists answered every 

question, meaning that the number 
of respondents to questions varies. 
The number of respondents to each 
question is provided in the results 
reporting below. The survey was 
conducted fully anonymously, and no 
identifying information was requested 
of participants, beyond their age, 
gender and country of residence.

Interviews were used to triangulate the 
quantitative survey data component 
with more nuanced qualitative data. 
To recruit journalist participants 
for the interviews, we undertook a 
broad desktop search to locate 
relevant journalists and editors across 
diverse global locations. Journalists 
interviewed could be staff or freelance 
journalists with any level of experience. 
This study did not specifically seek out 
newsroom management or leadership, 
though some editors were interviewed. 
The researchers worked with the 
funding organization, Internews, to 
compile a global cohort of potential 
interviewees and researchers’ own 
journalist networks were also used. 
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Interviewees were not a set of those 
who had already responded to the 
survey, though some participants 
did undertake both the survey and 
were interviewed (see figure 2). Out 
of some 200 journalists, editors and 
media workers invited to interview, 74 
journalists consented and participated 
in semi-structured interviews of 
approximately 40-60 minutes. In 
planning the project interviews, we 
endeavored to incorporate journalists 
from the largest possible spread 
of countries. By the time the data 
collection phase was complete, we had 
interviewed journalists from 31 countries. 

All interviews were conducted online on 
video conferencing software including 
Zoom and Teams. A small number of 
interviews were also conducted on 
a smartphone using WhatsApp.  The 
majority of interviews were conducted 
in English. As we sought to ensure 
interviewees felt comfortable and 
competent answering the interview 
questions, all journalists who did not 
speak English as a first language were 
offered the opportunity to have an 
interpreter in their interview. Interpreters 
were included where journalists 
requested it, joining the interview 
and interpreting simultaneously. 
Some interviews were conducted in 
Spanish, Portuguese and Swedish with 
transcripts produced and translated 
into English. Interviews were conducted 
by a research team of five interviewers 
who worked closely together to 
ensure interviews were consistent. All 
interviews were transcribed using the 
AI transcription platform Otter AI, and 
each automated transcription was 
then double-checked and corrected 
by a member of the research team 
while listening to the recording. 
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Descriptive reports of the survey data 
were generated using Qualtrics. For 
more in-depth analyses, statistical 
tests, more advanced tabulation 
and visualization that require data 
manipulation, R Statistical Software 
(v4.3.1; R Core Team 2023) was used. 
The survey data was used primarily to 
identify common categorical/discrete 
patterns across cohorts of journalists. 
As such, descriptive methods, such as 
heatmaps and distribution comparisons 
were the main approach to analysis. 
Chi-Square Tests of Independence 

were performed, wherever possible, to 
evaluate the statistical significance 
of association between categorical 
variables, at α = .05.

The interview transcripts were analyzed 
initially using QSR NVivo computer-
assisted qualitative data analysis 
software. Using NVivo for an initial 
exploratory analysis, it was possible to 
visualize key themes and sub-themes 
across the texts of the interview 
transcripts. Figure 1 below visualizes 
the top-level themes identified in the 

initial work with NVivo – representing 
only themes related to media and 
climate change specifically. While this 
was a helpful starting point for analysis, 
especially in visualizing the proportional 
size of themes, relative to other themes, 
clearly the interviews were led by the 
semi-structured questions used by all 
interviewers on the team. This meant 
that the themes present in the text 
that NVivo was able to detect in an 
automated way were dictated partly 
by the researcher-directed discussion.

4.4 Data analysis

Figure 1: Visualization of initial exploratory analysis of interview transcripts highlighting themes related to ‘media’, ‘climate 
change’ and ‘environment’. Numbers represent the number of coding references (individual mentions) of key themes

After initially using NVivo to highlight 
themes/subthemes and to organize 
the transcript material, the research 
then undertook a detailed manual 
thematic analysis of the qualitative 
interview data. Each team member 
read through all of the interview 
transcripts, inductively identifying and 
highlighting key themes addressed. 
As we undertook this process, we 

met regularly to discuss key themes 
as these emerged from the texts 
to ensure inter-coder reliability. All 
emerging themes were discussed 
with team members before they were 
incorporated into the final agreed set 
of themes. These themes then led the 
structure of the present report. In the 
report below, we introduce quotes from 
journalists that most exemplify the 
themes identified. 

Both the statistical survey analysis 
and the thematic analysis of the 
interview data sought to systematically 
identify, organize, and offer insights into 
patterns of meaning across the data 
set. We present below a synthesis of 
findings across the two data sources 
to provide answers to the research 
questions set out above.
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5.

DEMOGRAPHIC 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 

THE STUDY COHORT
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The respondent cohort for this study was made up of 744 survey respondents and 74 interviewees, 
totalling 818 responses in total across the two data collection methods. A few respondents 
undertook both the survey and the interview, however, as the survey was completed anonymously 
we did not establish and nor did we seek to correlate, which respondents undertook both. At both 
survey and interview we did establish the country of current residence of each respondent. The 
survey reached journalists in 102 countries3, while interviews were undertaken with journalists in 31 
countries. The map below shows which countries the respondents to this research came from. It is 
clear that respondents from many countries did indeed undertake both survey and interview, with 
more survey-only responses in Africa.

Figure 2: Map showing global distribution of the respondent cohort including interview-only responses, survey-only responses, 
and responses to both survey and interview

Survey-only responses (not survey and interview) were more common by 
journalists in African countries and African journalists made up the largest 
number of survey respondents. Countries with the highest participation rate 
for the survey were Tanzania (89 participants), India (72 participants), Kenya 
(53 participants) and the United States (44 participants).

3. Although survey responses came from 102 countries in total, four or less responses were received from the majority of countries. To organize and visualize data from the 
survey, given the difficulty of representing 102 country variables on every graph, we focused on the countries from which 5 or more responses were received for many of 
the data visualizations. Countries from which four or less survey responses were received are denoted as “Other Countries” and appear in some of the data visualizations 
where this is logical. A full list of the countries from which responses were received, including response numbers, is included in the Appendix.
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Hindi
Russian
Chinese

Ukrainian
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Figure 3: Number of survey responses by country, showing percentage of respondents for all countries 
from which there were five or more responses (33 countries)

In terms of response language, the majority of responses to the survey were in English (61.8%), 
followed by Swahili (14.8%), Spanish (6.9%) and French (3.9%). This accurately reflects the 
commonly used languages in the top response countries.

English
Swahili

Spanish
French
Arabic

Portuguese
Bahasa

Hindi
Russian
Chinese

Ukrainian

549
131

61
35
30
29
23
17
9
3
1

Figure 4: Number of responses in each of the survey languages
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The gender of respondents to the survey was an uneven spread with the majority 
(56%) of participants identifying as men, while 42% identified as women. One percent 
of participants identified as non-binary, and a further 1% indicated that they preferred 
not to say their gender. The age range of respondents was broad, with the youngest 
participant aged 20, and the oldest, 75. This gave a mean age across the cohort  
of 39.4 years.

Although all of the journalists or editors included in the study cohort at least 
occasionally reported on climate change or environment (as indicated by the 
initial inclusion/exclusion question), we wanted to know if any of the respondents 
were specialists in these subject areas. In response to the question: ‘How would 
you describe yourself in relation to the range of subjects you report on’, a large 
percentage of respondents (70%) identified themselves as generalists, while 30% 
saw themselves as specialists in this field. This accords with the research literature 
which has established that specialist climate and environmental reporting roles are 
relatively rare, globally.

Figure 5: Percentage of survey participants by gender

Q39 - What is your gender?

Prefer not to say

Man

Woman

Non-binary

0% 20% 40%

56%

42%

1%

1%

738 Responses

Q3 - How would you describe yourself in relation to the range of subjects you report on:

740 Responses

Specialist [30%] Generalist [70%]

Figure 6: Survey respondents’ self-described degree of reporting specialization
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This large response by ‘generalist’ journalists who ‘also cover’ climate and 
environment was reflected in the data on how often respondents reported – or 
indeed edited – stories related to climate change or the environment. While 26% 
of survey respondents said they reported on climate/environment more than 
once a week, 41% of respondents reported creating stories on this subject matter 
much less frequently: on a monthly basis (20%) or six times a year or less (19%).

Q2 - How often do you report/edit stories on climate  
change or the environment?

739 Responses

26%

20%

14%
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Figure 7: Survey respondents’ self-described frequency of
climate/environmental coverage

In terms of industry experience, the largest group of survey respondents (30%) 
indicated that they had been working as a journalist/editor for 5-10 years, while 
23% of respondents had 10-15 years of experience. Only 7% of respondents had 
been working in the industry for 30+ years – perhaps reflecting the professional 
precarity and widespread journalist job losses that have resulted from the digital 
transformation of the last two decades. Newcomers to the industry (those with 
fewer than five years’ experience) made up 15% of the respondents.
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Figure 8: Length of time respondents had worked in a journalist or editorial role

Less than 5 years

5-10 years

10-15 years

15-20 years

20+ years

30+ years

Q35 - How long have you worked as a journalist/editor?
741 Responses

15%

30%

23%

11%

13%

7%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

The study was also interested in the nature of journalists’ work in terms of their 
employment status and what kind of medium (or media) they worked in. Survey 
respondents were asked whether they worked ‘in-house’ as an employee of a media 
organization or whether they worked in a freelance role. Only a small majority (53%) of 
respondents indicated that they were employees of a media outlet, with 47% working in 
a freelance capacity. Given that freelance journalists and editors have less job security 
than those employed on an ongoing basis, this high proportion of freelancers in the 
study cohort likely also evidences the professional precarity that is discussed earlier in 
the report. Acknowledging that many journalists now work across several media, they 
were asked to select all the types of media they worked in. As might be expected, a very 
clear majority of respondents (68%) worked in the online journalism space, followed by 
newspapers (37%), and social media (34%). Interestingly 11% of respondents indicated that 
they reported via the currently growing medium of podcasting.

Q36 - Thinking of your work as a journalist or editor, are you a freelancer  
or are you an employee of a media outlet?

702 Responses

Freelancer 
[47%, 328]

Employee  
[53%, 374]

Figure 9: Survey respondents’ employment status
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Figure 10: Survey respondents’ reporting medium

Q37 - What kind of media do you usually report in? (Choose all that apply)

Newspaper

Radio

Television

Video

Online

Podcasting

737 Responses

37%

27%

16%

14%

68%

11%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Social media 34%
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6.

STUDY  
RESULTS
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The research literature tells us that news stories on climate change and the environment make up a small proportion 
of the total of news coverage, globally. However, there is limited data across a range of countries on what this 
proportion is. It does appear from research like the global MeCCO study cited above, that media coverage of climate 
and environment is slowly increasing. While it was outside the scope of the study reported here to undertake media 
content analysis to gauge the prevalence of climate/environmental stories, we did want to hear from journalists 
themselves as to whether they felt reporting on climate and the environment was happening more frequently. 

6.1 How much are journalists reporting on  
climate change and the environment?

Q4 - How does the current amount of climate/environment stories in your media outlet compare  
to the amount a decade ago?

740 Responses

More stories [77%, 568]

Figure 11: Perceived number of climate change and environmental stories compared to ten years ago

More stories [77%, 568 Same number of stories [15%, 108] Less stories [9%, 64]

In the survey as well as the study 
interviews, journalists were asked their 
perceptions of the amount of media 
coverage on these subjects.  A large 
majority of survey respondents (77%) 
said that their media outlet published 
more stories currently than they did a 
decade ago, while another 15% reported 
that the proportion of such stories has 
not changed, relative to a decade 
ago. Only 9% of respondents reported 
that their media outlet published fewer 
climate change and environmental 
stories than a decade ago. 

Interviewees were also asked about 
their perceptions of a change in the 
amount of climate/environmental 

reporting in their national contexts. Of 
71 responses (three interviewees did not 
clearly answer this question) 57 noted an 
increase of reporting on these subjects 
over time. At 80%, this figure is similar 
to the survey responses, underscoring 
a widespread perception among 
journalists of an increase in climate/
environment themes in the news. While 
journalists are not content analysts, they 
tend to be avid news consumers and 
most have an excellent understanding 
of what makes news in their particular 
news outlets and national contexts. We 
are therefore using journalists here as 
a reliable gauge of levels of subject-
specific reporting.

Survey respondents who perceived 
an increase in climate/environment 
reporting were also asked to what they 
attributed the increase. Sixty percent 
thought the increase was aligned 
with a snowballing of environmental 
and climate change-related issues: 
journalists were simply reporting more 
because there were more problems. 
Other reasons for the perceived 
increase stood out less clearly. Only 18% 
of journalists thought coverage had 
increased because of increasing public 
interest in these topics (Fig. 12).
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Q5 - In your opinion, what might have led to this increase in the amount of climate/environment stories?

556 Responses

Reasons of increase Percentage

Increasing public interest 18%

Change in editorial policies 9%

Increase in environment related issues 60%

More media briefings by governments 6%

Contribution of media support NGOs 5%

Figure 12: Journalists’ perceived reasons for an increase in climate change and environmental stories, compared to 10 years ago

Regarding the prominence of climate change and environmental stories in relation 
to other news, survey respondents overwhelming responded (82%) that reporting on 
climate change and the environment was currently treated as more important by their 
media outlets than it had been a decade ago (Fig. 13). Only 4% of survey respondents 
said that the prominence of such reporting had decreased. 

Figure 13: Journalists’ perception of prominence of climate change and environmental reporting in their media outlet  
compared to ten years ago

Q6 - How does the current prominence (importance, relative to other news) of climate/environment stories  
in your media outlet compare to their prominence a decade ago?

0%

82%

40%

736 Responses

More prominent

About the same prominence

Less prominent

13%

4%

20% 60% 80%

Interviews conducted with climate and environmental journalists and editors provided 
further insights on perceptions of the amount and prominence of climate change and 
environment coverage in news outlets around the world. Asked if coverage of climate 
change and environmental stories had increased or decreased in their country, a clear 
majority of interviewees (calculated at 80%, as above) responded they had witnessed 
an increase. Many said they had seen this particularly in the last 5 years. However, as 
we discuss below, the complete picure is more complex than this.
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Journalists’ responses on the perceived 
increase included the following:

“…there are so many stories 
now. These stories [are] now no 
longer buried in newspapers. 
Some of them appear on the first 
page, you know, you find a story 
on the first page. It’s almost like 
a political story, but linked to 
climate change. It is a disaster 
story but linked to climate change. 
Yeah, that increase, it’s a big yes.” 
(Journalist, Uganda).

“It has exploded in the last 
five years. We went from there 
being barely any environmental 
reporters in sort of a dwindling 
field to now, I almost would 
say, especially if you look at 
job postings on Society of 
Environmental Journalists or 
anywhere else in the US…everyone 
is hiring climate reporters.” 
(Journalist, U.S.).

Coinciding with the survey results, 
most interviewees attributed a rise 
in coverage of climate change and 
environmental stories to an increase 
in frequency of environmental-related 

issues, such as extreme weather 
events. Many journalists responded 
that climate change in particular is 
becoming progressively more difficult 
to ignore, for both journalists and 
the public, and that public interest in 
these stories is growing as a result:

“I think, if we’re talking about 
numbers, I think it’s increasing.  
Of course, yes. Because I think 
maybe the impact of global 
warming is also increasing, so 
people are more concerned about 
that.” (Journalist, Indonesia).

“…we have had in recent years, 
I mean, certainly in this past 
decade, we have had many, many 
severe extreme weather events, 
and people have realized that this 
will keep increasing, it’ll be more 
intense, and they’ll come back 
more often.” (Editor, India).

“I mean, I think it’s increased 
because climate change, it just 
reaches into so many of parts of 
our national life.” (Journalist, 
Australia).

A few journalists, though identifying 
an increase, felt that the issues of 
climate change and environment are 
still overshadowed by other issues 
and events in their specific national 
contexts. Comments that spoke to this 
notion included:

“In the last years, the covering of 
environmental topics has become 
more frequent and there is a little 
more interest from editors and 
traditional media. But the truth is 
that the covers [of newspapers] and 
the important spaces are always 
covered by politics, sports, violence, 
and so on.” (Journalist, Mexico).

“It is for our subject, as for many 
other subjects, that they [climate 
change and the environment] come 
perhaps a little in the shadow of 
major events in the world as it has 
been now after the pandemic and 
the Ukraine war and so on. And 
then the space is, nationally in 
Sweden, it’s issues such as gang 
crime that take a lot of space and 
energy from the newsrooms, which 
also affect the space for us to 
work.” (Journalist, Sweden).
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Notably, some journalists based in 
Europe reported that while coverage 
had increased over time, it had more 
recently been overshadowed due to 
the development of the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict:

“From around 2018, there 
was a lot, I saw a lot of 
development in climate 
journalism as well. However, 
because of the beginning 
of the war in Ukraine, it all, 
you know, how would I say 
it, it has not completely 
stopped, but I don’t see any 
development since then.” 
(Journalist, Russia).

“…it was just like some 
topics we had to — well we 
didn’t have to — but yeah, 
we focused more on Ukraine, 
and everything else was kind 
of like you know, ‘too much 
information, we don’t need it 
right now’.” (Journalist, Czech 
Republic).

“I was the one who was 
responsible for climate change 
reporting [at my outlet], and also 
responsible for general stories 
and also religious, sports, and 
yeah, human interest stories. So, 
when there’s opportunity, I report 
on climate change, for example, 
during COP meetings, also 
regional meetings. During those 
meetings, those are the times 
that I report climate change. But 
after these meetings, I will switch 
back to other issues like politics 
or sports or religion.”  
(Journalist, Solomon Islands).

Notably, four interviewees from 
the Asia-Pacific region credited a 
perceived uptick in climate  and 
environmental coverage to NGO 
support for media outlets and 
journalists in their countries. Media 
personnel from Indonesia and Fiji said 
NGO support and donations amplified 
climate change reporting specifically:

These kinds of responses confirm that 
media still prominently feature event-
driven news (Soroka 2012) and that 
environmental news can often be 
overlooked in this event-driven issue-
attention cycle (Downs 1972). However, 
events in relation to climate or the 
environment also undoubtedly drive 
news coverage. As one journalist from 
the Solomon Islands explained:

“A lot of Western donors’ 
money comes in, so it helps. 
Yeah. It helps with the 
amount of journalists, the 
number of journalists who 
are knowledgeable enough  
to do climate change,  
who get fellowships.”  
(Editor, Indonesia).

“And it’s also because of 
the funding that’s coming 
in through different 
organizations in terms of 
climate related issues, or 
climate related impacts, 
that’s also pushed for them 
to be able to address these 
stories.” (Journalist, Fiji).

A few journalists mentioned that their 
own coverage of climate change and 
environmental stories had declined 
in the last 10 years – but for some, 
this resulted more from a shift in 
professional focus. One journalist from 
the Netherlands described shifting their 
career focus to economics to report on 
the financial aspects of climate change 
in the future:

“I’m actually covering it less. I 
started as a proper full-on climate/
environmental journalist, and now 
I moved a bit more to investigative 
stuff. So, finances, etc. I’m still a 
pretty early career journalist, so for 
me, it’s a way to get knowledge in 
conducting financial investigations, 
and then I want to use that to cover 
climate. But for now, I’m a bit 
less in that domain.” (Journalist, 
Netherlands).
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Existing research on climate and 
environmental journalism rarely seems 
to ask journalists, ‘What do you report 
on?’ With an opportunity to access 
a global spread of journalists, this 
study was intent on establishing what 
themes or topics journalists cover when 
reporting on climate change and the 
environment. In writing the survey, given 
its quantitative, multi-lingual nature, we 
were highly mindful to provide a wide 
range of response options, though we 
recognize that it was not practicable 
to represent all possible responses. 
To explain the themes they report on, 
journalists were able to select from 31 
possible response options, choosing as 
many or as few as applied to their work.

The survey responses (n=744) revealed 
that 70% of respondents across the 102 
countries report on climate change and 
environment from the perspective of 
‘health impacts’. Well over half (58%) of 
the respondents said they reported on 
‘deforestation’, another 58% said they 
reported on ‘water and sanitation’, 56% 
reported on ‘government policy’, while 
53% reported on ‘plastic pollution’. Topics 
less commonly included in reporting were 
perhaps the more technical and legal 
aspects of climate change including 
‘carbon trade and offsets’ (24%) and 
‘climate reparations’ (26%) – however, 
given the large LMIC representation in 
the survey, it was quite surprising that 
the topic of climate reparations was not 
more widely reported on. It is possible 
that an alternative term like ‘climate 
change loss and damage funding’ may 
have garnered more responses, but 
climate reparations is an accepted term, 
broadly used in media (for example, 
Gostoli 2023; Slow 2023). Likewise, it is 
also surprising that the topic of ‘fossil 
fuels and associated infrastructure’ (32%) 

was not one of the most covered topics, 
given that these are the key cause of 
climate change.

In order to understand what topics 
were most reported on in each country, 
we examined those countries that 
returned five or more survey responses 
against the full 31 topic response 
options. The top 10 topics by country 
are shown in the data visualization 
below (fig. 14). This graphic confirms 
that the theme ‘environment, climate 
change and health’ was the most 

frequently reported-on topic, and 
that ‘government policy’ in relation 
to climate and environment is also 
covered to some degree by journalists 
in most of the countries shown. ‘Extreme 
weather events’ and ‘deforestation’ are 
also included in the top 10 topics for 
the majority of countries. Interestingly, 
‘greenhouse gas emissions’, the key 
driver of global climate change, 
seems to be reported less frequently 
than ‘plastic pollution’ – also a key 
environmental problem with increasing 
local impacts. Likewise, it is of note that 
the ‘role of individuals’ appears to be 
covered more frequently in reporting 
than the ‘role of businesses’. 

Given that business tends to have 
more capacity for mitigating climate 
and environmental impacts than 
individuals, this is also noteworthy. 
Though the actions of individuals in 
relation to climate/environment are 

6.2  Key topics in climate and environmental coverage 

…the fossil fuel 
industry has run 

campaigns to put the 
onus for climate action 

on individuals.

very important, it is also known that the 
business sector, especially the fossil fuel 
industry, has run campaigns to put the 
onus for climate action on individuals 
(Munoz 2023; Supran and Oreskes 2017; 
2021). For example, the notion of the 
individual ‘carbon footprint’ is a concept 
constructed by advertising company 
Ogilvy and Mather for fossil fuel firm 
BP in 2004 (Solnit 2021). This concept 
has since been popularized–and 
criticized–for the way it seeks to shift 
the burden of action and responsibility 
from fossil fuel companies to consumers. 
If journalists and the media do echo 
these campaigns, they then perpetuate 
this discourse, which is intended to slow 
climate action.

A further point of interest in this data 
is that the topic of ‘carbon trade 
and offsets’ only appeared in the top 
10 most reported topics in only one 
country out of 33 (Great Britain). We 
know that putting a price on carbon 
is considered by many to be the 
most robust mechanism available for 
reducing planet warming emissions, 
so it would seem a crucial topic to 
report on. Finally, the topic of ‘humans’ 
dependence on nature’ was only in the 
top 10 topics in 4 countries, (Argentina, 
Bangladesh, Vietnam and Zambia). 
This notion, although arguably central 
to our survival on the planet, is not 
selected by journalists as a key topic 
within their climate/environmental 
reporting–although it could be 
considered a crucial point to make to 
audiences, and indeed a central theme 
for environmental journalism. Our data 
confirms, however, that this is a topic 
that is little covered by journalists who 
report on climate change and the 
environment.
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Figure 14: Top ten topics covered in climate and environmental reporting by journalists in 33 countries (plus all ‘other countries’ 
combined). Numbers represent percentages of selections within each respective country

Interviews helped to bring some 
further qualitative nuances to this 
data, revealing that many journalists, 
unsurprisingly, focus on topics of 
particular relevance in their local 
area, country or region. For some, this 
means placing emphasis on one or a 
few climate change and environment 
related topics, whereas others, while 
remaining focused on issues of national 
relevance, report on a wide range of 
topics:

“Of course, it’s also very much 
connected to the specific 
geography of a country. And I think 
in the Netherlands, you know, the 
awareness of water issues and 
water management is big enough 
that it naturally links to climate.” 
(Journalist, the Netherlands).  

“Deforestation—it was a main 
issue. We did so many pieces 
about it. And deforestation, it’s 
a main piece in global warming.” 
(Journalist, Brazil). 

“I cover business… of course…
environmental issues, extractive 
industries, also Indigenous people, 
farmers, and related to human 
rights. I cover those kind of issues. 
Also, pollution, water pollution, 
air pollution, I also cover. So many 
stories, of course. Everywhere 
across Indonesia, since Kalimantan 
and Sumatra [are] about palm oil 
plantations destroying forests, 
palm oil plantations destroying 
Indigenous peoples’ area, and 
then mining also, coal mining, gold 
mining, nickel mining, tin mining.” 
(Journalist, Indonesia).  
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Most journalists interviewed for this study 
said they were not formally climate 
change or environmental reporting 
specialists, instead reporting on a 
variety of subject areas. However, a 
few interviewees said they focused on 
particular sub-topics, some because 
they worked for a specialized news outlet 
or department, and a small number 
because they held specialized positions or 
specialized as freelancers. Specializations 
in this study’s interview cohort included: 
transportation, energy policy, climate 
disinformation, and fossil fuels. Many 
journalists also spoke passionately 
about covering climate change and 
the environment from a social justice 
perspective, often focusing on Indigenous 
rights and climate solutions:   

“I’m always more concerned 
and curious about… what the 
community I’m in is feeling, or thinks 
is important when reporting on 
climate change. And I think it’s the 
responsible thing for me as someone 
who’s not from the north, and who is 
not Indigenous or Inuit themselves, 
to really just ask communities 
here and to center their voices in 
the global conversation, instead of 
maybe getting stuck in reporting on 
what, like, the federal government is 
doing.” (Journalist, Canada).  

“I would say, there’s also been a 
lot of growth and understanding 
of what environmental justice, 
environmental racism are, and 
intersectionality of these various 
topics. And so you do see a lot more 
coverage of environmental justice 
topics.” (Journalist, U.S.).   

“So, a lot of it is climate justice, 
because it’s very much linked to 
government involvement as well. For 
example, we have the construction 
of dams in the ancestral lands 
of Indigenous peoples. That’s a 
big environment story here. So, a 
lot of people are becoming more 
aware of environmental justice in 

terms of environmental reporting.” 
(Journalist, Philippines).  

Several journalists based in countries 
impacted by extreme events commented 
that these receive significant attention 
in national reporting. Many commented 
on the ability of such events to serve 
as a catalyst for journalistic interest in 
climate change and the environment, 
while others lamented a superficiality and 
‘short-term-ness’ to disaster reporting:  

“The media is consistent, in terms 
at least of its coverage of disasters, 
and the immediate aftermath of 
the disasters. There is little in 
terms of follow-up, but in terms 
of immediate, real coverage, as it 
happens, and when it happens, 
and at least in the few months, or 
few weeks, right after it happens.” 
(Journalist, Philippines). 
 
“And flood and disasters…you 
know, Indonesia has a lot of natural 
disaster events. [Media coverage]  
usually spikes whenever there’s 
a disaster. But then goes down 
again after a while.” (Journalist, 
Indonesia).

Events and reports by international—and 
local—organizations such as the release 
of IPCC reports and the UN Conference 
of the Parties (COP) meetings, and 
national research publications were also 
seen to be a driving force for interest in 
climate change and environment-related 
topics among journalists and readers 
alike. COP meetings being hosted in, 
or having significant engagement 
by leadership of, journalists’ countries 
or regions was noted as especially 
significant for increasing the volume of 
climate reporting:  

“I think it became a “celebrity 
topic”. A couple of years ago, when 
Fiji was president of COP […] and 

then after COP, they just sort of like 
maintained that hype, it was covered, 
newsrooms began to prioritize 
segments, to do climate reporting.” 
(Journalist, Fiji).  

“When I first started doing climate 
and environment, I think the big 
stories were always the things that 
were predictable or expected—for 
example, COP United Nations climate 
change conferences, the IPCC 
reports, the kind of big global events 
that people were anticipating, or 
perhaps, you know, pieces of research 
from our local universities that 
were of interest.” (Journalist, New 
Zealand). 

One Hungarian journalist—a specialist 
climate and environmental reporter—
explained how IPCC reports particularly 
drove reporting on climate change in their 
country:

“I have no other topics, I just talk 
about environmental issues, climate 
change, try to explain how the things 
link to each other.. After the 2018, 
it was an IPCC small report, and the 
whole Hungarian media [was] full of 
it.” (Journalist, Hungary). 
 
As mentioned, the fact that climate news is 
very much event-driven (whether extreme 
weather event, or climate governance 
event) has already been clearly 
established in existing research. That the 
COP events bring climate change into 
focus in media, internationally, has been 
noted by the MeCCO project—which tends 
to see a ‘spike’ in global media mentions 
of climate change in November each year 
at the time of the annual COP event. It 
is clear then, that ‘what journalists report 
on’ in relation to climate change is driven 
perhaps more by locally relevant topics 
and expected as well as unpredictable 
events, than globally-focused issues in 
climate and environment.
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It is clear from the research literature 
(especially Scannell and Gifford 2013) 
that representing the local impacts 
of the global problem of climate 
change is crucial for elevating public 
understanding and engagement. 
However, climate change is an 
inherently global issue, and many 
environmental problems likewise 
surpass national borders. This global/
local dichotomy in relation to climate 
and environmental issues was 
important to investigate in the current 
study. The research team wanted to 
establish where journalists focused their 
reporting. 

6.3 Making a global problem locally relevant

It was clear from journalists’ survey 
responses that they report on topics 
at a variety of spatial scales: there 
was no dominant trend (fig 12). The 
largest proportion (30%) of journalists 
said they were most likely to report 
on a national scale, followed by 
reporting local (town, district, province) 
perspectives (28%). At opposite ends 
of the spatial spread of reporting, 
global and community/hyperlocal 
perspectives were less reported on: 16% 
and 15% of respondents, respectively, 
said that they reported on climate 
and environmental issues from these 
standpoints.  

This spread both indicates that reporting of climate and environmental issues 
focuses on a variety of spatial locations, and that journalists are seemingly well 
aware that local/hyperlocal perspectives are important—with 43% focusing their 
reporting at local/community/hyperlocal scales, combined. Equally, national issues 
and interests seem to be a topic for much reporting. Such reporting may focus on 
national policy:  as we have noted, ‘government policy’ was a frequently reported 
topic. While ‘the national’ will always be a focus of news in any country, the 
transnational nature of the climate problem may call for a diminution of national 
perspectives and an amplification of the global in media discourses about climate 
(Eide and Kunelius 2012).

Figure 15: The spatial scales at which journalists concentrate their climate/environment reporting efforts

Q8 - In the climate/environment stories you cover, what perspective are readers  
most likely to see: more local, or more global perspectives?

Community/hyperlocal

Local (Town, district, province)

National

Regional

Global

739 Responses

15%

28%

30%

11%

16%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
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 …representing 
the local impacts 

of the global 
problem of 

climate change 
is crucial for 

elevating public 
understanding 

and engagement. 
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Interviews revealed two central 
rationales among journalists for 
prioritizing stories of national and local 
nature. As expected, some indicated 
this made reporting tangible and 
accessible for readers. Journalists 
perceived more technical or theoretical 
topics to be generally less engaging for 
their audiences:

“I find that when we talk about 
the climate crisis, it’s kind of this 
big, abstract, overwhelming thing. 
[…] But when you can report on 
something, like this specific  area 
of protected land, it feels like…
you can kind of boil it down to 
something more specific and that 
can have power.” (Journalist, 
Canada).  

“Water is related to almost 
everything in [people’s] lives, so 
you can start with water and then 
tell them how it relates to climate 
change, how it relates to local 
environmental change. […] That’s 
a good starting point to explain to 
them about, not only the global 
environmental problem, but 
very local [issues].” (Journalist, 
Indonesia). 

“I think there’s a big focus on 
national stories, but having 
said that, national stories that 
put us into global perspective.” 
(Journalist, Australia).

Others viewed local, community-
level reporting as a way of reflecting 
people’s lived experiences of climate 
change or environmental harms, 
and of representing voices that are 
often not heard in national debates 
about environmental problems and 
responses to them. Rural or poor 
communities, women, ethnic minorities 
and Indigenous voices were cited as 
community segments that generally 
lacked representation in media 
coverage of climate and environment. 
This is borne out by research which 
shows that Indigenous voices (Callison 
2017) and women’s voices in particular 
(Semujju 2015) tend to be marginalized 
in media reporting on climate. 
The inclusion of such voices, some 
interviewees said, was important for the 
credibility of climate and environmental 
journalism. Some saw more diverse 
representation of those affected by 
climate change and environmental 
injustices as indeed crucial to 
maintaining audiences for journalism 
more broadly.

“So it’s kind of a call for 
policymakers and also media 
persons to listen out to the people, 
to the experience of farmers and 
people who are on the frontlines of 
these disasters” (Journalist, Nepal).  

“We have to talk to Indigenous 
peoples, we have to talk to Black 
people, to the poor people. And, 
you know, bring [stories] from the 
ground, and make the people on the 
base of the society, on the base of 
the pyramid, we have to make them 
feel represented because otherwise 
journalism is going to keep on 
dying.” (Journalist, Brazil).

To support locally-relevant reporting 
on climate and environment, journalists 
at some larger outlets rely on local 
reporters or stringers. At one large news 
organization this meant, for example, 
collaboration with a network of locally 
embedded colleagues across the 
globe. For another journalist, this took 
the form of working with local residents 
who were not necessarily journalists, but 
were trained to serve as ‘information 
brokers’. 

For many journalists, linking local or 
national events to global phenomena 
is indeed routine. Climate change-
driven extreme weather events (whether 
in their own locations or elsewhere) 
were noted by some interviewees as 
‘teachable moments’ for educating 
readers about climate change. When 
reporting on local disasters, journalists 
said they did try to attribute extreme 
events to climate change and reference 
similar events elsewhere. One journalist 
referenced attribution science in 
particular, explaining how they drew on 
it to support their claims that a local 
event may be climate-driven:  

“So, the attribution science is 
getting much more sophisticated, 
much more subtle and nuanced 
than it was even five years ago. 
And so, you can say, with some 
confidence, scientific confidence, 
that the phenomenon that 
California experienced with this 
insane flood, which came after 
years of drought, has been echoed 
in other parts of the world that are 
experiencing similar excesses of 
climate disruptions.”  
(Journalist, U.S.).  
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Attribution of particular locally-
impactful events to climate change in 
media coverage has attracted some 
research attention in recent years. 
Although attribution studies are now 
happening much more quickly, even 
while such events are still in the news 
cycle, it is clear that not all journalists 
are confident or knowledgeable 
about how to use such studies 
(Osaka et al. 2020; Strauss et al. 
2022). Instead, journalists may resort 
to generic statements about the 
increasing likelihood of extreme 
events, or, quote politicians or other 
authoritative sources who make 
the link between a given event and 
climate change (Painter et al 2020). 

These kinds of research findings were 
also borne out in our interviews, in 
that some journalists did not feel 
they could attribute events to climate 

“Rather than grumbling about 
the inability to find local 
content, we supplement our 
editorial with good articles 
from anywhere. The advantage 
we have is our understanding 
that since the energy industry 
has almost similar challenges, 
solutions from anywhere will 
have a place here locally.” 
(Journalist, Bahrain).  

“We don’t have the same problems, 
we have different problems,” one 
Austrian journalist explained, but 
looking at other countries’ solutions 
could be helpful in any national 
context, this journalist argued. 
“That’s how we get to climate 
solution stories.” 

change explicitly as such events were 
unfolding locally, for example:

“I do say that for example the 
drought in the Amazon is probably 
due to climate change, so I make 
that link. But as a journalist, I 
am dealing in facts, so I am not 
confident to link all kinds of events 
to climate change all of the time. 
I need to know the science before 
I do that. I do not always have 
access to that kind of science 
information.” (Journalist, Brazil).

While local and national topics tend 
to be at the forefront, then, some 
journalists reported leveraging stories 
from other countries in strategic ways, 
sometimes to fill editorial gaps, and 
other times to explore the relevance 
of other countries’ solutions in the 
journalists’ own contexts.   
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6.4 Reporting problems and their solutions

The research literature has not to date 
clearly substantiated whether framing 
climate and environmental news in 
terms of ‘problems’ or ‘solutions’ is more 
likely to catalyze change – however, 
as discussed above, the practice of 
solutions journalism has been shown to 
be more engaging to audiences. It may 
even inspire collective climate action 
and individual behaviour change (Their 
and Lin 2022). 

One focus of the present study was to 
understand the prevalence of reporting 
that centers around ‘solutions’. Survey 
data (Fig 16) substantiates that a 
majority of participants - 72% - cover 
both, while only 17% of respondents 
said they covered problems only. This 
suggests that media reporting that 
discusses solutions to environmental 
issues is quite widespread. It is not 

Q11 - In reporting on environment and climate change, do your stories mainly cover problems, or solutions?

740 Responses

Roughly an equal balance [72%, 534]

Figure 16: Perceived percentage of coverage of ‘problems’ versus ‘solutions’ in climate and environmental reporting

Problems [17%, 125]    Roughly an equal balance [72%, 534]   Solutions [11%, 81]

In interviews, journalists shared mixed 
attitudes to reporting on solutions. 
Many cited audience demand for 
more constructive and uplifting 
journalism, which they felt had the 
power to inspire and catalyze action. 
Some saw a ‘solutions’ lens as a way 
to counter the kind of ‘doomsday 
narratives’ that also stymie action on 
climate and environment.

“I think [solutions reporting 
is] a good protection against 
this inaction of apocalyptic 
narratives.” (Journalist, the 
Netherlands).

“I think that people are sick and 
tired of reading about missed 
targets and how we’re all screwed 
and that the sea levels are going 
to rise, and we’re all going to 
die in the dark. This is not a 

framework under which we can 
motivate people to take action.” 
(Journalist, Canada).

“…when I have talked about 
solutions journalism with other 
people, which are not in media, 
for example, entrepreneurs, 
companies, and even authorities, 
they show very [great] interest in 
the term, because most of them 
have a very negative conception 
of what journalism is. But when 
you talk about solutions, they 
open their eyes, and say, ‘I never 
heard of what you’re talking 
about’.” (Journalist, Mexico).  

Others, meanwhile, lamented what 
they viewed as a form of naivete 
around ‘solutions journalism’, and a 
lack of maturity in its practice. They 
were not opposed to journalists 
reporting on “solutions” but stressed 
that such coverage needed to avoid 
over-optimism about the feasibility 
and efficacy of any one solution, on 
the one hand, and to apply good 
journalistic practices of rigor and 
nuance, on the other. This aligns 
with the point noted in this report’s 
literature review, that journalists, and 
audiences, do not always necessarily 
understand what is meant by the 
concept of ‘solutions journalism’. 
Journalists interviewed in this study 
also noted that for reporters to 
develop sufficient skills and tools 
to conduct rigorous reporting on 
solutions, would cost the profession 
time and resources:  

possible to ascertain from this data 
whether journalists discuss solutions for 
every problem—or only occasionally 
address solutions. 
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“And I really can’t stand the 
word solutions journalism, 
because of course, it’s not 
a solution, it doesn’t stop 
everything. But it is response 
journalism. […] And overall, 
in the big picture, I think we 
need to start applying the 
same journalistic rigor to the 
responses to climate and 
other degradations as we do 
to identifying the villains.” 
(Journalist, U.S.).      

 “You see a lot of this kind of 
half-baked “solutions coverage” 
in climate reporting…. I’m not 
sure solutions journalism was 
a full-fledged idea a decade 
ago when I started on this.” 
(Journalist, U.S.). 

“We try to uncover climate 
change enablers and systemic 
causes that are making this 
crisis progress, basically. So 
that ranges from companies 
to states not implementing 
regulations the way they should, 
companies not respecting them, 
victims impacted by extractivism 
operations.” (Journalist, France)

“Whether it enables the kind 
of more in-depth solutions 
journalism that actually 
points toward a way out of it, 
in an evidence-based way as 
opposed to advocacy, that’s 
more complicated, because…
it needs more time, it needs 
more resources, it needs more 
expertise, more experience with 
subject matter.” (Journalist, 
Canada).  

Lastly, some journalists flip the 
question on its head, and see 
reporting on the systemic and 
interrelated drivers of climate change 
and environmental degradation 
as a critical path to imagining and 
enabling solutions: 
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6.5 Obstacles and enablers to reporting  
on climate and environment

Journalists were asked at interview to 
discuss what enabled the range of 
factors – both internal to the newsroom 
and outside it – that helped them to 
cover climate and environment more 
frequently and better. Conversely, we also 
wanted to know about the obstacles 
they experienced in undertaking this 
work. As discussed in more detail in 
the following section where we report 
survey data, journalists in both high 
income countries and LMICs told us 
that organizational resources and job 
security were both the most important 
obstacles – and when reversed, the most 
meaningful enablers. Journalists in the 
USA and Australia told us:

“I would say, what helps me do 
my job better is when I feel like I 
have good job security, fair wages, 
and I have the support of my 
organization to really take time 
to understand, work, and write 
stories that are layered and add 
all the context. And again, I really 
think that can only happen when 
you are working for an organization 
that’s paying you a living wage and 
you feel like you’re not going to lose 
your job tomorrow.” (Journalist, 
U.S.).

“I think that the, in general, 
kind of tumult of the journalism 
industry, is hard. There’s a lot of 
turnover. There’s a lot of turnover 
in our managers, we have different 
people telling us to do different 
things. We have conflicting 
directives: some years, we’re told 
that we’re focusing, you know, on 
video, and every reporter needs to 
go out and take videos this year….
And so it’s kind of this whiplash 
of where news organizations are 
putting resources, like what we’re 
being told to do. And that is very 
challenging”. (Journalist, U.S.).

“I think the main one is resources. 
I mean, like I said, up until a few 
months ago, there was no climate 
team at [media outlet redacted] or 
any resources really, like I always 
had to hustle to get stuff done. Beg, 
borrow, steal. That has changed 
somewhat with the creation of this 
climate team. There does seem to 
be a willingness of people to give 
us resources and help within the 
organization, feels like there’s a bit 
of a change in attitude.” (Journalist, 
Australia).

Several journalists also mentioned that 
without adequate resources, they could 
not travel to the often quite remote 
places where the most important 
environment stories were unfolding. As 
one journalist from Uganda explained:

“If you want to do a good climate 
story, you have to go to local 
communities. But most of these 
communities are not just in the city 
where we are, but they are far off. 
We want to go to Southwestern 
Uganda, you want to cross to Congo, 
and do interviews and talk to those 
people who are affected. The big 
challenge is how to access... the 
affected communities.” (Journalist, 
Uganda).

Physical dangers were a key obstacle 
experienced by many journalists in 
country contexts all over the world, but 
especially in LMICs.

“Sometimes, if you are working 
on a sensitive topic—for instance, 
there are some forests that normally 
people shouldn’t be there. But while 
investigating, you can find like some 
companies there that are doing bad 
thing[s]. And that can lead to a sort 
of threat, or you can be arrested, 
too.” (Journalist, Cote d’Ivoire).

Audience interest – or relative lack of 
it – was also noted as a key obstacle 
for climate and environmental reporting. 
Indonesia was a location in which this 
theme arose several times:

“Climate is still a peripheral 
issue for the people, and also 
for the media. Sometimes it’s 
quite difficult to make sure 
in the newsroom that this is 
very important for the people. 
Sometimes it’s quite difficult to 
find the headline for the issue or 
for climate change because the 
people, also the newsrooms, still 
think that climate change is the 
peripheral issue, not the main 
issue.” (Journalist, Indonesia).

Finally, the need to connect climate and 
environment stories with other stories in 
the news was cited as crucial. As ‘every 
story is a climate story’ journalists need 
to collaborate and cross-reference 
so that they are not reporting in a 
siloed way. As one American journalist 
explained:

“Even if a paper does have an 
environment or climate reporter, 
they’re kind of isolated, you know, 
and in reality climate affects 
every other part—culture, sports, 
business, and so forth. So, this 
compartmentalization of where 
you, on the one hand, you have 
your business reporter sort of 
cheerleading the latest “wow, 
the Colorado economy grew by 
three and a half percent last year”, 
and then the climate reporter’s 
saying, like, “new development 
is destroying the forest that we 
need to solve the climate crisis”. 
And somewhere it seems like they 
should be talking to each other and 
figuring that out.” (Journalist, U.S.).
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The journalists who were interviewed for this study coincided in naming many of the 
obstacles and enablers for their work. These have been summarized in the following table.

Table 1: Obstacles and enablers for climate change  
and environment journalism.

Obstacles:

Lack of funding to do investigative work/fieldwork with ‘affected communities’

Lack of access to scientists and locally-relevant science data 

Limited capacity to verify data and information

Lack of newsroom support

Audiences’ news avoidance

Lack of audience interest/understanding

Threats, security, dangers of remote travel

Media ownership dictating editorial direction

Misinformation/disinformation and greenwashing

Language barriers when reporting in different countries

Foreign-owned extractive industries banning access to sites

Siloed nature of subject-specific reporting

Not enough support from editorial leadership

Not enough interest from audiences/the public

Enablers:

Job security, fair wages

Resources, grants, training

Resources for travel

Access to scientists/expert sources

Support of a media organization

Collaboration with other journalists

Specialist reporting roles

Data journalism training for climate and environmental reporting

Fellowships and mentorship

Open source tools: for example, for mapping

Diversity in journalists, bringing different viewpoints
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6.6 What do journalists need to help them 
report more effectively?  

As noted in the section above, more funding is an absolute priority, and an enabler, for the work 
of reporting in climate change and the environment. When asked ‘What do you and journalists in 
your country need to increase capacity to report on the environment and climate change?’ 80% 
of survey respondents cited the need for more funding. This was closely followed by the need for 
in-person training and workshops (75%). At the other end of the scale, those factors considered the 
least necessary by respondents were more media freedom (36%), more interest from audiences/
the public (35%), and better safety when working (34%). While it is alarming to consider more than 
one-third of respondents do not feel safe enough to do their best work, it is nevertheless worth 
highlighting that concerns over funding and training far outweigh issues of safety or media freedom 
among this survey cohort.4

Q20 - What do you and journalists in your country need to increase capacity to report on the environment  
and climate change? (Choose all that apply)

740 Responses

Figure 17: What environmental/climate reporters say they need to do their jobs better

More funding for in-depth journalism 

In-person training and workshops

Fellowships to attend conferences

79%

75%

72%

67%

60%

54%
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53%

48%

45% 42%

38%

36%

35%

34%

45%

70%

Access to data

Access to data experts

Contact with journalists in other countries

Toolkits and briefing materials

Online training, workshops and webinars

More time for reporting stories

Better government policy

More support from editorial leadership

More media freedom

More interest from audiences/the public

Better safety when working

4. To further interpret how safe, or in danger, journalists feel when undertaking their work in different national contexts, additional detail is provided in 
section 6.7 where ‘threats by country’ are shown alongside the 2024 World Press Freedom Index.
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really helps. And it makes not just 
the experience for the journalists 
better, but I think definitely you 
can see it in our reporting that 
that person was really there.” 
(Journalist, Czech Republic).

There was some discrepancy 
between the survey respondents 
and interviewees on the relative 
importance of perceived audience 
interest and also the level of 
support within newsrooms from 
editorial leadership. In the survey, 
journalists selected these as the 
two least influential of the factors 
needed to enable climate and 
environmental journalism (at 38% 
and 35% respectively). Despite this, 
both themes regularly emerged in 
the interviews as crucial to climate 
and environmental reporting. One 
interviewee identified how audience 
interest and editorial support were 
closely linked:

“I think editors need to put faith 
in their audiences that they can 
grow to care about these issues. 
We’re sort of in this dangerous 
death cycle where editors turn 
down climate-related stories on 
the assumption that audiences 
don’t care, but without realizing 
that perhaps part of the reason 
why audiences don’t care is 
because they’re ill-informed, or 
don’t appreciate, or haven’t had 
the opportunity to appreciate 
the significance to themselves. 
So, I think having a bit more 
faith in our audiences, and also 
appreciating that we need to start 
somewhere, raising awareness 
about these problems, would 
really help. (Journalist, New 
Zealand).

Many interview participants were 
also quick to emphasize the need for 
greater funding and resources—both 
in terms of a living wage that enables 
journalists to remain in the industry, 
as well as funding to cover the costs 
associated with quality reportage. 
It is crucial to underscore, then, how 
interlinked job security and a media 
outlet’s viability are. On the former, 
one U.S. interviewee stated:

“I think there’s a lot more 
pressure, when you’re facing 
economic insecurity, to try and 
write a lot of quick hit stories 
that don’t really do justice to 
the issues that you’re trying 
to advocate [for]. But to me 
the best way to support more 
environmental journalism is just 
guaranteeing the availability 
of secure, well-paying jobs.” 
(Journalist, U.S.).

Similarly, one Argentinian interviewee 
said “most of the journalists – I think 
every journalist that I know – have two 
or three jobs, because you need to 
have two or three jobs to make ends 
meet”. Funding and resources were 
considered especially important to 
help support travel costs given many 
environmental and climate change 
reporters had to leave the confines 
of the newsroom and report from the 
field – whether visiting areas of illegal 
deforestation in the Amazon, or to 
the frontlines of the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict to investigate accusations of 
environmental war crimes. A journalist-
interviewee from the Czech Republic 
summarized the importance of such 
funding:

“…then we can really go to the 
places and not just do it from a 
desk or just like calling people. It 

On the topic of editorial support (or 
lack thereof), one interviewee similarly 
noted:

“First of all, I think everyone must 
be on the same page to believe 
this is important. So, I think 
the director of the newsroom, 
the people have [to] think this 
is important – ‘oh, we’re going 
to put that in the day-to-day in 
coverage, and we’re going to 
do more about it’.” (Journalist, 
Brazil).

The need for a whole-of-newsroom 
approach and concerted strategy 
for coverage of climate change 
and environmental issues was 
another strategy for better climate/
environment coverage that was 
frequently raised among the interview 
cohort. As one reporter put it:

“…we need to somehow let 
editors know that climate change 
[reporting] isn’t about telling one 
guy to do the stories, it’s about 
keeping that in mind because it’s 
in the mind of the readers, and 
trying to create a strategy not 
only for that guy to write stories 
about climate change, but also 
how we can improve the quality 
of our climate change coverage.” 
(Journalist, Costa Rica).
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A need for greater resourcing was 
reflected elsewhere in the survey data. 
In another survey question, respondents 
were asked: ‘What factors limit the 
frequency or depth of your climate/
environment coverage?’ Here, by far 
the most common response (76%) was, 
again, lack of resources. In journalists’ 
answer to this question, there was a 
large gap between this and the next 
most selected limiting factors: level 
of public interest or understanding 
(34%), lack of information (33%), and 
lack of subject expertise (33%). This 
seems to substantiate quite clearly 
what journalists reported elsewhere 
in this study: that lack of funding and 
resources to do their job is indeed the 
most limiting factor for journalists who 
cover climate and environment. 

It is worth considering in more depth, 
however, that perceived audience 
interest in stories about climate change 
and environment is also thought 
of by journalists as a factor limiting 
more coverage. Generally, media 
have become more concerned with 
audiences and how better to engage 
them in the changed media landscape 
of the digital transformation, as they 
have tried to make newsrooms more 
financially sustainable. Research does 
indicate that journalists, broadly, think 
they know what audiences want. This 
may vary from “educated guessing” 
in less technologically equipped 
newsrooms, to real time tracking of 
audience interaction with online news 
content on digital news platforms 
(Nelson 2021). We do know that there 
is a high level of public concern 

worldwide about climate change 
particularly. For example, the 2021 
People’s Climate Vote study (Oxford 
University/UNDP 2021) found 64% of 
people in 50 countries – including in 
LMICs – regarded climate change as 
an emergency. Given these figures, 
there may be a discrepancy between 
our journalist cohort’s perception of 
public interest in climate/environment 
coverage and actual public interest in 
many locations. This study is not able 
to answer questions about audiences, 
only about journalists’ perception 
of audiences – however the climate 
concern figure cited above suggests 
that audiences may be more interested 
and concerned, and therefore 
receptive to reporting on climate/
environment than journalists perceive.
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Figure 18: Factors limiting the frequency and depth of coverage

Q13 - What factors limit the frequency or depth of your climate/environment 
coverage? (Choose all that apply)

732 Responses

Lack of resources

Lack of public interest or engagement

Lack of information

Lack of subject expertise

Lack of time

Editorial direction

76%

34%

33%

33%

28%

24%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Danger of covering environmental issues 23%

Direction by media owner

Advertiser preferences

15%

12%

70%

Respondents to the survey noted 
that they lacked ‘subject expertise’. 
Elsewhere, 75% of the survey cohort 
identified a need for in-person training 
and workshops. This subject expertise 
33% of journalists said they were 
missing could be provided through 
expanded training opportunities. We 
therefore asked journalists to detail 
exactly in which areas they felt the 
most need for learning and training. 
Journalists were again provided with 
31 discrete categories, and they were 

able to choose all areas for training 
that they felt were most relevant to 
them. Fifty percent of respondents 
cited environment, climate change and 
health; and 50% cited decarbonization 
and renewable energy as the leading 
subject areas in which training was 
needed. Several interviewees also 
identified how in-person training and 
workshops could provide the added 
benefit of encouraging journalists 
to form peer networks and explore 
opportunities for collaboration.
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Figure 19: Topics on which environmental/climate reporters feel they need training

Q21 - What kind of topics and thematic areas related to climate change and 
environment do you most need training on? (Choose all that apply)

Environment, climate change and health
Decarbonization and renewable energy

Scientific research
International climate talks

Greenhouse gas emissions
Government policy

Climate reparations
Role of individuals in climate action

Biodiversity conservation & biodiversity loss
Carbon and trade offsets

Role of businesses in climate action
Waste management and recycling

Water pollution
Air pollution

Misinformation
Food security
Deforestation

Water and sanitation
Corruption

Plastic pollution
Fossil fuels and associated infrastructure

Human-wildlife conflict
Extreme weather events

Illegal mining
Aquaculture and fisheries

Illegal logging
Humans’ dependence on nature

Animal agriculture
Sea level rise
Wildlife trade

Inequality
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Another important element required by environment/climate journalists to do their 
best work is access to data, and government transparency around information (Fig. 
17). This need was identified by 67% of survey respondents and regularly raised during 
the interview process across both high income and LMICs (as attested to by the 
interview quotes included in Table 2).

Country Quote

Australia “It drives me crazy. The control over release of information is just bonkers … I think 
governments just have this kind of reflexive idea that ‘don’t release information, that 
could hurt us in some way’.”

Bahrain “…we have always had this complaint. Finding data—quality data—of course, 
that’s all with the government. So, if you want to have data about, say, the past 
environment, the past climate in the past year, it’s not easy for us to go and get that 
data.”

Brazil “Sometimes it’s hard to get data from the government. And during the Bolsonaro 
government it was especially hard to get transparency, to get correct data, to get 
people to talk to you, because they were not at all transparent.”

Canada “Canada is awful in some ways, but the one that sticks out to me is lack of access to 
public information … I really do look forward to the day where you can be like, ‘that’s 
a good idea for a story, let’s go online right now and check and see if that data will 
pan out.’”

Indonesia “… starting like five years ago, it’s really difficult to get a hold on official data 
anymore. I’ve tried numerous times to reach out to government officials and ask 
them for data and they basically just ignored me.”

Poland “In Poland, the ministry of climate just barely responds—they usually don’t respond, 
and then I have to follow up with ‘Hey, according to press law, you’re obliged to 
respond’, and then they respond. But otherwise, not really.”

United States “This is all paper, it’s all documents. It’s not just sourcing of someone you meet in the 
dark room. And we can’t access those because, although we are legally allowed to 
get them, government agencies across the United States are slow-rolling or outright 
blocking. And the only way to get them is if you threaten them with a lawyer…”

Table 2: Interview quotes relating to access to data  
and government transparency
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Finally, in order to better understand 
journalists’ relative training needs by 
country, we focused on the top 10 
needs for training that were named by 
respondents across 33 countries, as 
well as all ‘other countries’ considered 
together. Again, we see the theme 
of ‘environment, climate change 
and health’ as a top-cited area for 
training across most countries, with 
‘decarbonization and renewable 
energy’ also a key theme across 29 of 
the 34 country categories. Countries in 
which journalists listed the most areas 
for training – signifying a widespread 
need for learning on central themes in 
climate and environmental journalism – 
were Papua New Guinea, Vietnam and 
Pakistan. 

Of interest is that some themes seem 
not to be regarded as top training 
areas for journalists even though 
they contribute so prominently to 

environmental harms and climate 
change. One such theme is ‘inequality’ 
– which was only elected as a ‘Top 10’ 
theme by journalists in four of the 33 
countries shown. This either suggests 
that journalists are already well versed 
in the unequal responsibility and share 
of the burdens of global environmental 
harms, or, they may not identify the 
links between inequality, environmental 
degradation and climate change. If the 
latter is true, it suggests journalists in 
many countries need more training in 
the concept of climate justice. Another 
such theme is ‘animal agriculture’5 

which is a significant source of 
greenhouse gas emissions and land 
clearing, and as such, an important 
driver of biodiversity loss and climate 
change (Eisen and Brown 2022). 

However, few journalists name this area 
as one in which they need training. 
Furthermore, recent research has noted 
that journalists in many countries are 
not representing animal agriculture’s 
contribution to climate change 
accurately, in line with science (Saville 
et al., under review). The results shown 
here suggest that there are themes 
central to environmental and climate 
problems that journalists may still not 
cover frequently, and consequently, 
they may not feel the need to build 
expertise in these areas.

5. Animal agriculture was the subject of the Earth Journalism Network’s 2022 Special Report ‘More than Meats the Eye’, which can be found here:  
https://earthjournalism.net/more-than-meats-the-eye

https://earthjournalism.net/more-than-meats-the-eye
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Figure 20: Themes in which journalists in 33 countries (and all other countries combined) said they needed training.  
The top 10 themes per country are shown. Numbers represent percentages of selections within each respective country
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6.7 Dangers, threats and self-censorship 

As the research literature tells us, 
reporting on the environment often 
brings journalists into the path of 
actors whose primary driver is to 
extract resources and make profit 
– including when those actions are 
carried out illegally. Much of the danger 
to journalists reporting on climate/
environment comes from the locations 
that they work: these are often 
remote or rural contexts with limited, 
sometimes corrupt, state presence. 
Here, journalists may cross paths with 
criminal or other ‘bad actors’ who 
would prefer not to be under the 
‘watchdog’ focus of journalism. Such 
dangers are of course present in other 
reporting beats, however, a financial or 
politics reporter, for example, may rarely 
travel outside a city and may therefore 
be more buffered against direct threats 
to their safety. A journalist working in 
rural, often lawless contexts, with little 
policing and or civilian witnesses willing 
to speak out may find themselves in 
a role not dissimilar to that of the war 
reporter - which is of course the most 
dangerous beat. And the threat to 
journalists is not exclusive to countries 
where media freedoms and the rule of 
law are less established. For example, 
a study of Finnish journalists identified 
environmental issues, together with 
coverage of immigration, religion, 
racism and gender equality to be 
“trigger subjects that generate threats 
and harassment” (Hiltunen 2017, p. 69).  

Reporting on environmental harms 
puts journalists in danger in many parts 
of the world. In the study survey, we 
asked journalists in detail about the 
dangers they faced, and although we 
did not ask interviewees specifically 
whether they had been in danger 
doing their work, several volunteered 
this information. One Peruvian journalist 
had been kidnapped when reporting 
in the Amazon and working with 
Indigenous people there, an Indian 
journalist reported frequent incidents 
of sexual harassment, and a journalist 
from Ecuador told us they had been 
threatened and legally harassed as a 
result of their environmental reporting. 
The often-remote nature of the work 
and the need to be on the ground 
after natural disasters can also make 
the work dangerous – more dangerous 
still are the powerful interests journalists 
uncover, investigate and reveal for 
their audiences.  Another tactic used 
against journalists can be untrue or 
defamatory statements about them, or 
labelling of journalists because of their 
reporting. One journalist interviewee 
from the Philippines described a 
phenomenon in that country of “red 
tagging”, where those who “defend 
their beliefs in preserving and 
protecting the environment”—a group 
that includes Indigenous peoples, 
activists, and some climate reporters 
themselves—are “quickly tagged as 
communists, or people who are very 
much against ‘order’, against ‘peace’”.

Survey data revealed that although the 
majority (61%) of journalists and their 
media outlets are ‘never threatened’ 
because of their work, 39% are 
‘sometimes’ or ‘frequently’ threatened. 
Most journalists said that threats 
occurred after a story was published 
(56%), rather than when they were out 
reporting a story (44%). If they answered 
that they were ever threatened, 
journalists were then also asked about 
the nature of the threats they faced. 
The top three threats journalists 
reported experiencing were ‘verbal 
threats’ (52%), ‘threats from people 
engaged in illegal activities’ (43%) 
and ‘online threats and harassment’ 
(43%). While 11% said they experienced 
‘physical violence’, nearly a third of 
journalists said they had experienced 
‘legal threats’ (30%) – which accords 
with a growing trend toward using the 
law to attack free speech and muzzle 
journalists in democracies, just as in 
political systems that are not free 
(Zapulla and Simon 2023).

Figure 21: Percentage of journalists who experienced threats against themselves or their media outlets

Q14 - Have you/your media outlet faced physical or digital threats because of coverage of the environment 
 or climate change?

744 Responses

No, never threatened [61%, 454]

No, never threatened [61%, 454] Yes, sometimes threatened [35%, 259]           Yes, frequently threatened [4%, 31]

Yes, sometimes threatened [35%, 259] 

While 11% said they 
experienced ‘physical 

violence’, nearly a third 
of journalists said they 
had experienced ‘legal 

threats’ (30%).
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Figure 22: Types of threats journalists reported experiencing
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We know that one of the consequences of journalists being threatened is to 
self-censor their work so survey respondents were asked whether they had self-
censored. 39% of journalists said that they had, while the majority (61%) had not. 
Journalists who answered in the affirmative reported that ‘those undertaking 
illegal activities’ (42%) as well as ‘government’ (41%) were the top two causes of 
their feeling the need to self-censor.

We also wanted to understand if there was any gender dimension to journalists feeling and being threatened. 
Though there was no clear trend of, for example, women journalists being threatened more than men, we did 
discover that journalists who identified as non-binary reported being threatened slightly more than other 
journalists – though numbers were too small to be able to report a significant trend. 

Figure 23: Threats to journalists and/or their media outlets, with a focus on  
the responding journalist’s gender
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Figure 24: Journalists who said that they had self-censored in reporting climate/environment

Q17 - Now you will be asked some questions about self-censorship. This means choosing not to report on an 
issue, or changing the reporting approach, out of fear of retribution. Have you ever practised self-censorship 
in relation to climate/environment stories?

Freelancer 
[47%, 328]

No, I have not self-censored [61%, 449] Yes, I have self-censored [39%, 293]

Figure 25: Perceived causes of the need to self-censor

Q18 - Who or what has caused you to feel the need to self-censor your climate/
environment stories? (Choose as many as apply)

290 Responses

My editor

Media outlet owner

Advertisers

Government

Business or industry groups

Public response

23%

22%

16%

41%

22%

26%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Those undertaking illegal activity 42%

35% 40%

Figure 26: Journalists reporting a change in the need to self-censor, over the last decade

Q19 - Has your need to practice self-censorship increased or decreased  
over the past decade?

Increased over the last decade [45%, 129]

Decreased over the last decade [22%, 63]

Always about the same [33%, 95]
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Figure 27: Threats by country, representing 33 countries and all ‘other countries’ combined. Numbers represent percentages  
of selections within each country

Worryingly 45% of journalists said their 
need to self-censor had increased 
over the last decade. This clearly 
substantiates that a range of threats 
toward journalists has a chilling effect 
on media freedom. This is particularly 
concerning in the context of climate 
and environmental journalism, when it 
is so pressing that environmental harms 
and those responsible for them be 
revealed.

To better understand the profile of 
threats in each country, we also 
undertook some statistical work to 

ascertain which were the top 5 threats 
most prevalent in each location. Figure 
27 reveals that ‘online threats and 
harassment’ were most widespread 
in the countries represented, followed 
by ‘verbal threats’. Of interest to the 
Australian-based research team was 
that ‘legal threats’ were perceived as 
one of the key threats in an Australian 
context. This is substantiated in a 
spate of lawsuits against journalists in 
recent years – though not necessarily 
in relation to environmental reporting. 

‘Threats from business’ were reported 
to be more prevalent in national 
contexts like South Africa, Bangladesh 
and Vietnam. It is clear, then, that the 
nature of threats is somewhat specific 
to the national context – yet journalists 
in many countries feel threatened 
doing their work, and not just in those 
countries usually flagged as the most 
dangerous for journalists.
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Finally, it is clear that the prevailing 
media landscape within any national 
context, including the legal guarantees 
of media freedom, has an important 
bearing on how safe – or in danger 
– journalists are when covering the 
environment. To further examine the 
data this study collected on journalists 
being threatened when covering 
climate/environment, we correlated 
threats to journalists by country from 
the research survey with the World 
Press Freedom Index for each of the 33 
countries with the most respondents. 
The trend observed here is very clear. 
The percentage of journalists who 
were threatened at all (respondents 
who said they were ‘sometimes’ or 
‘frequently’ threatened are taken 
together here) is much higher in 

countries with the lower Press Freedom 
Indices. In Sri Lanka, for example, 
where 80% of journalists said they 
were threatened, the WPFI is a low 35, 
whereas in Germany, with a high WPFI 
of 83, no journalists at all reported 
being threatened. For context, 
Germany is ranked in 10th place on the 
World Press Freedom Index for 2024 
(RSF 2024). Norway is placed first with 
a score of 91, and Sri Lanka is ranked 
150th out of 180 countries, with the 
lowest score being 16 (Eritrea). Certainly, 
then, threats to journalists reporting on 
climate change and the environment 
have a real bearing on media freedom, 
and also conversely, threats are more 
likely to occur in countries where media 
freedom is not well established or 
defended.

Figure 28: Threats to journalists against the World Press Freedom Index 2024 data for 33 countries
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Much, detailed research indicates that 
misinformation about climate change 
is both deliberately produced and 
disseminated and inadvertently spread 
(Cook 2022; Treen et al. 2020; van der 
Linden et al. 2017). Misinformation is 
easily proliferated by individuals in 
the online sphere – but it is important 
to remember that there has also 
been a decades-long, systematic 
disinformation effort to cast doubt on 
climate science and solutions (Brulle 
2018) led by the fossil fuel industry and 
other actors intent on maintaining the 
current status quo, and more recently, 
delaying climate action (Lamb 2020). 
Generative artificial intelligence (AI) has 
also more recently complicated the 
mis/disinformation landscape. While 
it can play a role in the dissemination 

of falsehoods in media discourse 
(Broussard et al. 2019), AI also offers 
tools for detection of fake information 
(Kertysova 2018). In doing so, AI 
certainly complicates the information 
landscape journalists participate in. It 
is additionally worth considering that 
the terms mis/disinformation are often 
conflated or used interchangeably. 
In this study, we used the term 
‘misinformation’ as an umbrella term 
to cover both – partly because it is 
not always clear whether misleading 
information which spreads via the 
media is unintentional or deliberate.

In this context, this study was 
interested in hearing from journalists 
themselves how misinformation about 
the causes, impacts and solutions 

Not at all

Slightly

Somewhat

Very much

Extremely so

to climate and environmental harms 
affects their work, and the information 
landscape in which their work unfolds. 
A very large majority – 90% of survey 
respondents – reported a perception 
that misinformation undermined their 
climate change and/or environmental 
reporting to some extent. Respondents 
said that misinformation impacted 
their reporting ‘very much’ (31%), while 
only 11% answered their reporting was 
not affected at all. In this question, 
we use the term and the concept 
‘misinformation’ to encompass 
disinformation also: that is information 
that is intended to mislead, as 
well as information which may be 
unintentionally incorrect.

6.8 Misinformation and its impact on reporting
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Respondents were then asked whether misinformation had grown in their 
country’s media over the last decade. In response, 58% of those surveyed 
affirmed that misinformation had indeed increased, while 27% of respondents 
reported misinformation had decreased in their country. This latter figure 
may be partially due to a lack of awareness of misinformation, given that it is 
becoming so pervasive and widespread.

Figure 29: Journalists’ perceptions of to what extent misinformation undermines their work

Q23 - To what extent does misinformation undermine your work in reporting climate change/environment?

742 ResponsesNot at all

Slightly

Somewhat

Very much

Extremely so

11%

16%

28%

31%

15%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Q24 - In the last 10 years have you seen a change in the amount of misinformation 
on climate change/environmental issues in your country’s media?

650 Responses

Misinformation has increased

Misinformation has stayed the same

Misinformation has decreased

58%

15%

27%

0% 20% 40%

Figure 30: Amount of misinformation on climate/environment journalists perceive in their country
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In a similar vein, interviewees were 
almost unanimous that misinformation 
erodes public understanding of 
climate change and the environmental 
issues they report. However, opinions 
differed between interviewees on 
the extent that misinformation 
impacted reporting. For example, one 
journalist from New Zealand believed 
misinformation was “one of the greatest 
barriers” to climate and environmental 
reporting and explained that this led 
to animosity toward those reporting 
on climate change. This journalist 
explained:

“…it is impossible to be a climate 
reporter in this country without 
facing a significant amount 
of hostility.” (Journalist, New 
Zealand). 

Another journalist from Canada 
concurred, stating:

“It makes the job harder for sure, 
because it’s confusion. And for 
people who are not inside the 
bubble, who aren’t following the 
issue every day, it makes it that 
much harder to sort out what’s 
actually going on when you’re 
constantly trying to balance reality 
against manufactured, misleading, 
crap.” (Journalist, Canada).

On the other hand, some interviewees 
believed that while misinformation 
existed it did not have a great impact 
on public understanding of climate 
change and environmental issues: 

“I don’t think it’s as big an issue 
here as in other countries. I think 
generally, there’s consensus on 
science here. And I’m sure there 
are pockets of climate skepticism, 
but they’re pretty small.” 
(Journalist, Australia).

“So, I think in terms of 
misinformation, there is some 
misinformation going on, but I 
think the public is getting smarter, 
they can actually differentiate 
between what information is 
actually misinformation and what 
information is actually accurate.” 
(Journalist, Indonesia).

“Definitely disinformation is 
a plague in the Philippines, 
but whether it has affected 
understanding and knowledge 
in issues related to climate and 
environment, I am unsure.” 
(Journalist, Philippines).

There was a view among some 
interview participants that 
misinformation had little impact on 
public understanding of environment 
and climate change because their 
public’s knowledge of such issues was 
already very limited. 

“And I believe misinformation 
does exist, but one of the issues 
that I see is lack of information, 
not misinformation, but lack of 
information. Most of the people 
in the rural area they don’t know 
climate change.” (Journalist, 
Solomon Islands).

“But I mean, the misinformation 
is kind of directly associated 
with [the amount] of information 
you have, right? When you don’t 
have much information, I mean, 
there’s no interest to create 
misinformation around that.” 
(Journalist, Mongolia).

It is worth reiterating the distinction 
between misinformation and intentional 
disinformation here. Journalists may 
not perceive erroneous information to 
be ‘misinformation’ if they are not fully 
aware of the definition of the term. 

Incomplete or inaccurate information, 
disseminated by a person unaware of 
its inaccuracy, can be misinformation. 
As such, misinformation may sometimes 
be as problematic as disinformation, 
which is intentionally misleading. 
Furthermore, misinformation thrives 
in a vacuum – or where there is little 
accurate information to counter it. So it 
is not necessarily true that there is less 
misinformation about climate change 
in places where less climate change 
information circulates.

On the other hand, a few of the 
journalists interviewed in this study 
said they believed misinformation was 
not prevalent in their country due to 
people’s connection to the environment 
and with their communities:

“Sometimes you see 
inconsistencies, and sometimes 
people just don’t care, but they do 
believe that in Costa Rica in general 
we care about nature. So, because 
we think [like] this, I don’t see fake 
news here in this country, because 
everybody is aware of climate 
change.” (Journalist, Costa Rica).

“…if I’m being honest, 
misinformation in terms of 
climate-related impacts here in 
Fiji, there’s not a lot. In fact, I 
can’t even pick out any… I think 
because we’re very in tune with 
our people and we have a very 
close relationship with people in 
villages, in urban and rural. So, if 
we’re here in the urban areas, we 
are still connected to those people 
out in the villages, you know, 
so there’s no disconnect there.” 
(Journalist, Fiji). 

Notably, several interviewees expressed 
the sentiment that misinformation 
in their country is “not as bad as in 
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Figure 31: Journalists’ perceptions of the sources of misinformation in their country

Q25 - What is the source of all this misinformation? (Choose all that apply)

656 Responses

Social media posts

Television and radio

Newspapers

Industry/private companies

Government media

93%

22%

16%

42%

32%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

the U.S.”. A few of these interviewees 
identified Donald Trump as a source 
of climate denialism in the U.S., and 
expressed they did not have an 
equivalent in their countries. Examples 
include the following: 

Not as bad as in the U.S. I mean, 
I know how bad it is in the U.S. 
I don’t know in Australia, but in 
the U.S. it’s really bad. (Editor, 
Indonesia).

“I will say not the way it 
happens in the U.S… We don’t 
have a Donald Trump in India.” 
(Journalist, India).

“For example, we don’t have 
an official denier of the climate 
change. We don’t have a Trump 
saying there is no climate 
change.” (Journalist, Mexico).

“There is a lot of climate 
disinformation. There is not as 
much as in the U.S., but there is 
a lot of climate disinformation.” 
(Journalist, Brazil).
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disinformation machine, into which 
extreme right politicians and other 
interest groups pour a lot of money, 
and they make disinformation 
about just everything...” (Journalist, 
Brazil).

They went on to note that because 
public understanding of climate 
change and environmental issues is so 
low that audiences become “infected” 
with misinformation:

“It’s really hard to debunk those 
kinds of beliefs. And for us as 
journalists, it’s an inglorious 
battle, because disinformation 
through WhatsApp gets to people 
much faster. It talks to people’s 
stomachs—people don’t have to 
really process that information 
intellectually. ” (Journalist, Brazil).

A few other journalists echoed this 
sentiment, expressing the difficulty they 
faced keeping up with the inundation 
of mis/disinformation on social media:

“Okay, I want to go back a little bit 
about how the massive information 
on social media in Indonesia by X, 
or YouTube, TikTok, you know, it’s 
like a flooding of information, many 
[kinds of] information, that people 
can choose what they want to 
believe in.” (Journalist, Indonesia). 

“In the time it takes me to produce 
a story, you could probably 
produce 300 misinformed 
articles.” (Journalist, Cambodia).

During interviews, journalists often 
identified that the nature of climate 
change mis/disinformation has shifted 
over time, moving away from climate 

Coinciding with the survey findings, 
interviewees also reported social media 
as the main source of misinformation 
about climate change and the 
environment, followed by governments. 
Interviewees speculated on why 
misinformation spreads on social 
media, suggesting that limited public 
understanding may contribute:

“You’ve never heard about it 
[climate change], you don’t know 
whether it’s true or not, and if 
somebody comes to you, you know, 
probably through WhatsApp, 
because most Indonesians are on 
WhatsApp, you read something on 
WhatsApp, with a flyer or a poster, 
or whatever is easy and appealing 
to see and understand. And when 
it contains misinformation with 
regards to climate or environment, 
you know, you tend to buy the 
narrative just directly, right away.” 
(Journalist, Indonesia).

“You get these, you know, really 
wild and simplistic things in a 
range of directions… that really 
can take hold, and often reach 
people who aren’t really engaging 
with, you know, mainstream media 
in an in-depth way on a daily 
basis.” (Journalist, Australia).

One journalist from Brazil commented 
on the combined effect of low public 
understanding and government-
produced and propagated 
disinformation:

“Our population has very low 
literacy levels—people are not 
used to reading that much and our 
population relies too much on what 
they see on social media, especially 
on WhatsApp. And for years now, 
we have had a very well-organized 

denialism toward ‘delay’ and promotion 
of ‘false solutions’. Interviewees 
suggested that these forms of 
mis/disinformation are commonly 
perpetuated by governments and 
high-emitting industries in their 
countries:

“We call some programs of climate 
crisis mitigation a ‘false solutions’. 
For example, the carbon trading, 
you know.” (Journalist, Indonesia).

“It’s usually just that now they’re 
sort of more likely to propose 
solutions that don’t move fast 
enough. So that’s a different 
type of problem. I think [climate 
scientist] Michael Mann calls 
that like “delayism” instead of 
denialism. Delayism is the new 
denialism.” (Journalist, U.S.).

“And also, maybe, false terms. 
One example is EBT [Indonesian: 
Energi Baru Terbarukan], 
renewable and new energy. 
Government always use that kind 
of term to say renewable energy... 
But, if we say EBT…that means 
also nuclear and coal, liquid coal… 
The government also always 
uses that term EBT term for ET 
[Indonesian: Energi Terbarukan], 
for renewable energy. So, many 
Indonesians say EBT, including 
journalists and NGOs.” (Journalist, 
Indonesia).

“So, many of the same companies, 
they went from challenging the 
climate science to now creating 
false responses to the climate 
crisis. And that’s where a lot of the 
misinformation, I think, is now.” 
(Journalist, U.S.). 
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On the other hand, we heard from 
journalists that misinformation could 
also stem from audiences’ lack of 
knowledge. In Mongolia, for example, 
a former journalist who now works at 
a media support NGO stated that 
journalists covering climate change in 
that country have to contend with local 
beliefs, which play a role in obfuscating 
the reality of climate change:

“People associate climate change 
with…unseen forces, like gods. 
They do these rituals to ask to 
make the situation better. If there 
was a flood or whatever, a drought, 
then they ask for nature to change 
that, without necessarily knowing 
that them using motorcycles rather 
than horses to herd their animals 
is affecting that.”

Reporting on this issue is made more 
difficult, this interviewee claimed, as 
among those Mongolians who accept 
that climate change is real, it is not 
always necessarily regarded as a bad 
thing:

“…there is a long-living set of 
misunderstandings that can 
sometimes come in the form of 
misinformation that it is good for 
Mongolia that climate is changing. 
Because we have a very severe 

winter, a very difficult climate and 
because in the last few years, the 
climate change is making winters 
more bearable, like easier.” (Media 
support NGO staff, Mongolia).

The prevailing level of public 
knowledge can also help support and 
enable climate journalism, where this 
knowledge is robust. For example, a 
Coast Rican journalist reported that 
environmentalism is part of the national 
identity of that country and “everybody 
is aware of climate change”:

“...here in Costa Rica, we hold 
very dear the climate change 
thing, because we, Costa Ricans, 
we consider ourselves very close 
to nature….So, because we think 
this, I don’t see, fake news or 
something…here in this country, 
because everybody is aware of 
climate change. And actually, 
because of our metrics, we know 
that people are worried about 
climate change here in Costa 
Rica.” (Journalist, Costa Rica).

This Costa Rican journalist used the 
example of recent heavy rains and 
flooding in the country, where it was 
not uncommon for news outlets to link 
the increasing severity of these natural 
disasters to climate change and 

receive little push-back: “we said, ‘look, 
this is not only heavy rains, this is linked 
to climate change’. Nobody denied 
that”. 

Misinformation about climate can also 
be more subtle, for example, failing to 
attribute extreme events to climate 
change in the media, so that people 
come to accept them as a ‘normal’ 
part of local climate. For example, 
one Filipino journalist explained how 
coverage of extreme weather events 
such as typhoons was an “entry point 
to climate reporting” in the Philippines. 
However, the high frequency of these 
events means that for many locals 
“they’ve thought that it’s already 
part of the system that they have to 
go through year after year”. Failing 
to clearly attribute and report the 
influence of climate change on extreme 
events, then, contributes toward 
audiences accepting such events 
as a normal part of local weather. 
Such incomplete coverage of climate 
change is particularly problematic 
in places like the Philippines, where 
climate impacts are already so stark.
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6.9 Still ‘balancing’ with climate skepticism?

Research into media coverage of 
climate change, specifically, indicates 
that in many countries, climate 
coverage is improving over time, with 
journalists tending to report in a way 
that is more reflective of scientific 
consensus on the issue (Brüggemann 
and Engesser 2017). Climate journalism 
researchers now broadly regard 
‘balance as bias’ (Boykoff and Boykoff 
2004) as a tendency of the past. 

However, the current study found that 
the global climate reporting landscape 
is far from uniform in this regard. 

In the research, journalists were 
asked: ‘In your climate reporting, do 
you provide “balance” by including 
statements from sources who are 
skeptical of anthropogenic climate 
change or climate science?’. Of 
733 responses to this question, 454 

Figure 32: Percentage of journalists, by country, that include ‘climate skeptic’ sources in their reporting to provide ‘balance’

(62%) respondents answered in the 
affirmative while 279 (38%) answered 
negatively. Figure 32 illustrates how 
journalists in 33 countries (plus all ‘other 
countries’) answered in response to this 
question.
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That journalists in so many countries 
– and a clear majority across the 
whole cohort of survey respondents 
– persist in including sources with 
‘climate skeptic’ views in their reporting 
is surprising and disturbing. Figure 32 
suggests that there are some regional 
characteristics to journalists’ inclusion 
of climate skeptical views. Notably, 
journalists in Argentina, Germany, the 
United Kingdom and the USA were 
less likely to include climate skeptic 
sources in the name of balance, while 
journalists in Zambia, Rwanda and 
Pakistan were most likely to do so. 
There appears to be more inclination 
among journalists in African countries, 
generally, to include climate skepticism 
as a means of ‘balance’ in their climate 
coverage. Lidubwi and Wamwea 
indeed noted this in their recent (2023) 
study of climate misinformation in  
East Africa.

The fact that 62% of the overall 
survey cohort reported providing a 
platform for climate skepticism may 
be somewhat confounded by the 
fact that more journalists from African 
countries responded to our survey 
than journalists from other nations – 
and this is perhaps a limitation of the 
study. We did not ask journalists in 
interviews about climate skepticism 
specifically, and this notion was 
only brought up once in all of the 74 
interviews (see section 6.8 above). 
These results nevertheless suggest 
that the journalistic norm of balance 
is still complicating climate change 
reporting in many national contexts. 
This is problematic given we know 
most people get their climate change 
information from media. Audiences 
in many of the countries that appear 
in Figure 32 may believe that the 

science on climate change is still being 
debated – and that its anthropogenic 
causes are not clearly established. 
This is highly disadvantageous when 
widespread public understanding of 
the causes and impacts of climate 
change is so urgently needed to 
support climate action on a global 
scale. It suggests that journalists in a 
wide spectrum of countries still have 
a long way to go toward accurately 
representing climate change to their 
audiences. This result also suggests 
that journalists in many countries 
need to build their own knowledge 
about climate change and scientific 
consensus. This could be done through 
training on the science of climate 
change, and responding to climate 
change – one of the most essential 
recommendations we make in this 
report.
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6.10 Trust in climate change and environmental journalism

Trust in media has been an important 
area for media research for decades – 
one which has arguably become more 
crucial since peer-produced media 
has complicated the traditional media 
landscape. Truth and trust are essential 
to media’s commercial viability. They 
also crucially underpin civil society 
and citizens’ trust in institutions. Trust 
in media is both widely varying across 
media markets, globally, and has fallen 
slightly in the last decade. Audiences’ 
trust in media is often shown to be 
reducing due to audience perceptions 
about the rise of ‘fake news’ and, 
linked to this, their doubts about media 
sources’ good intentions (Ipsos 2019). 
A 2017 Reuters Institute study which 
investigated audience perspectives on 
the decline of trust in media showed 
that audiences (in the U.S. and the UK) 
view media outlets as “taking sides” 

and entrenching polarization. Media 
are also criticized by audiences for nor 
acting enough to protect truth – by 
clearly calling out lies. Additionally, and 
of interest particularly in the context 
of climate change and environmental 
reporting, media are critiqued 
by audiences for creating false 
equivalence between partisan opinions 
– precisely the ‘balance as bias’ 
tendency discussed in the previous 
section (Newman and Fletcher 2017).

In this study, we wanted to establish 
whether audiences trusted journalists’ 
reporting on climate change and 
environmental issues. Understanding 
more about audience trust is crucial 
in the context of climate change in 
particular, as this has become such 
a polarized – and polarizing – issue. 
Given this is not a study that engaged 

with audiences directly, the results 
shown here represent journalists’ 
perception of audience trust.

Most survey respondents reported 
a perception that their audiences 
do have trust in climate change 
and environmental reporting, with 
40% believing audiences ‘very much’ 
trust media and 11% believing that 
audiences trust their climate and 
environmental reporting ‘extremely’. 
A majority of 51%, then, believe that 
audiences trust their reporting. 
Journalists felt 10% of audiences only 
trusted media reporting ‘slightly’, or 
‘not at all’. The small percentage (1%) of 
respondents who reported perceiving 
their audiences had no trust in climate 
change and environmental reporting 
is encouraging: however, these figures 
come with the caveat, again, that 
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they represent journalists’ perceptions, and actual distrust may be higher. The 
‘middle ground’ of 38% of journalists who think audiences only trust their reporting 
‘somewhat’ is, however, concerning. If journalists’ perceptions about audience trust 
are correct, it is with this large group of the ‘somewhat’ trusting that trust needs to 
be bolstered.

Figure 33: Journalists’ perceptions of audience trust in climate change and environmental reporting

Q26 - In your country, do audiences trust media reporting on climate change  
and environment?
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While not explicitly asked about 
audience trust in climate change 
and environmental reporting – given 
the survey asked specifically about 
audience trust – a few interviewees 
commented on the issue of trust. 
One journalist from Fiji stated that 
they believed the proliferation of 
misinformation on social media had 
eroded the public’s trust in media:

“Gone are the days when we would 
listen to and believe journalists 
who write this [environmental 
stories]. ‘Oh, I better believe this. 
Because this is a very credible and 
newsprint organization’, that's 
no longer the case in Fiji, sadly.” 
(Journalist, Fiji). 

A journalist from the United States 
expressed a similar sentiment, believing 
overall trust in media had fallen due to 
misinformation. However this journalist 
was hopeful it could be restored:

“I think it's really making sure that 
you put out good stories that are 
fact-based, evidence-based, and 
it's not going to be overnight that 
you rebuild this trust, but I think 
over a long period of time, you can 
rebuild it.” (Journalist, U.S.).

The notion of audiences having trust in 
media, and journalists maintaining, or 
“rebuilding” trust using evidence-based 
reporting is crucial given that trust 
in journalists themselves is generally 
low, globally. A 2023 study of public 

trust in 18 different professional groups 
–  including politicians, doctors and 
scientists – in the minds of people 
across 31 countries (Ipsos 2023) found 
that journalists ranked close to the 
bottom (garnering trust from only 25% 
of respondents, whereas the most 
trusted profession, doctors, were 
trusted by 58%). Responding to climate 
change and environmental harms will 
require broad public consensus for 
transformational changes – so it is 
vital that the forum where most people 
acquire their knowledge on climate 
and environment, and journalism as 
the profession that mediates that 
knowledge, is one that has the trust of 
its audience.

6.10 Trust in climate change and environmental journalism
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6.11 Objectivity versus advocacy

This report has noted how the research 
literature has traced a strand of 
advocacy in environmental journalism. 
Likewise, we have pointed out that 
some recent scholarship in journalism 
has argued for the need to move away 
from ‘business as usual’ journalistic 
norms in the context of the climate 
and environmental crisis, given the 
urgency of taking action on global 
environmental harms. With access to 
an international cohort of journalists, 
this study aimed to establish how 
currently practicing journalists, globally, 
regard objectivity, impartiality and 
advocacy in climate and environmental 
journalism. 

The results of this line of enquiry in the 
present study were relatively clear and 
seem to contradict some of the recent 
research literature – especially the 
concept of ‘transformative journalisms’ 
formulated by Brüggemann et al. 
(2022). Although some journalists we 
interviewed did agree with “taking a 

position” (as one Brazilian journalist put 
it), only about a quarter of journalists 
(some 18 out of 74, or 24%) interviewed 
in this study, said they felt comfortable 
‘advocating’ for particular policy 
measures, behavior changes, or any 
specified responses to current climate 
and environmental crises. Most cited 
‘objectivity’ and ‘impartiality’ as their 
guiding professional lodestars, and 
strenuously denied that they would 
ever ‘advocate’ in covering climate and 
environment. 

However, the interviews for this study 
did uncover differing, and nuanced, 
interpretations of exactly what 
constitutes advocacy, objectivity, and 
impartiality in reporting on climate 
change and the environment. Here, we 
depict a spectrum of journalists’ views 
on what ‘objectivity’ and ‘advocacy’ 
mean in contemporary environmental 
reporting. For example, one UK 
journalist explained their interpretation 
as being quite clearcut:

“When it comes to climate 
change, there’s an overwhelming 
consensus on the basic facts of 
climate science and, as such, 
in our journalism, we’re not 
going to be including, marginal, 
niche views of climate denial, 
because those are contradicted 
by the evidence. But we’re not 
going to be advocating or calling 
for action. So those aren’t my 
principles. Those are the [media 
outlet redacted]’s principles. As a 
[media outlet redacted] journalist 
I respect and abide by those 
principles…I don’t see my role 
as the role of a campaigner. I’m 
not here to campaign for climate 
action. I’m not here to tell people 
what to do about climate change. 
I’m here to help them navigate 
the sea of information around 
climate change. That is my role.” 
(Journalist, United Kingdom).
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6.11 Objectivity versus advocacy

A journalist from Fiji explained their 
thinking on ‘objectivity’ as an aspect 
of “maintaining high standards” in 
journalism. They explained: 

“As a journalist, we should 
maintain our objectivity 
regardless, but it can be difficult, 
especially if you’re from these 
communities. For me as a Fijian 
when I report on these issues, it’s 
hard for me to remain objective 
because I’m talking about my 
aunt, I’m talking about my uncle, 
I’m talking about my family home, 
even if it’s from another village, 
we’re all related. So, having said 
that, I still believe that a journalist 
should maintain their objectivity. 
Because we’re not advocates, 
we’re reporters, we’re journalists, 
we should maintain the integrity 
of our profession, even though 
we know that this is wrong, but 
it’s not our place to be the judge 
of that. And I still think that we 
should still remain objective and 
let the audience decide what they 
feel about that particular issue, 
about that particular policy, about 
that particular project. But it’s 
not our place to be advocates.” 
(Journalist, Fiji).

However, another journalist, from 
Mexico, commented that the concept 
of objectivity itself was something they 
felt was a ‘Western’ construct, that was 
not well aligned with the way journalism 
is being done across the globe. This 
journalist commented:

“I wonder why there is this 
obsession with objectivity? It think 
‘objectivity’ itself is a Western 
idea that does not always serve 
journalists well. It has been 
imported into our journalism 
training here too. But why? In 

Mexico, telling environmental 
stories can mean being more 
subjective – telling people’s stories, 
untangling problems where we 
can.” (Journalist, Mexico).

Other journalists considered that 
aligning with science and underscoring 
positions that would hold decision-
makers to account might also be 
interpreted as advocacy – though they 
did not believe it to be such. A specialist 
climate change reporter from Australia, 
and an Ecuadorian generalist journalist, 
and a journalist from Indonesia 
explained their position on objectivity, 
advocacy and neutrality as follows:

“I hate the word objectivity as it 
relates to journalism. I just think 
it’s a bit of a furphy.6  …Advocacy 
is about talking about the science 
and the best policies that go with 
the science. You know, you don’t 
have to be a radical or an activist 
to advocate. And so, for me, the 
science is very clear. We should 
be holding governments and 
businesses to account to ensure 
that we stick to global agreements 
on climate change. So, I think that 
could be interpreted as advocacy 
by some people. But holding 
people to account on one and a half 
degrees, and science, and policies 
to get us there: I think it’s pretty 
clear cut.” (Journalist, Australia).

“I don’t think advocating for the 
climate, it’s an activist thing. I 
think it’s an obvious thing. It’s the 
same as human rights or gender 
rights. So, it’s not an issue for me. 
I just feel it’s something I can do 
freely because [it’s] something I 
believe, because it’s true. It’s not 
an opinion.” (Journalist, Ecuador).

“We cannot be neutral anymore if 
you’re talking about the climate, 
because the issue is quite hard 
and there’s also the science. And 
climate is about the justice, and 
if we’re talking about the justice, 
we cannot be neutral anymore.” 
(Journalist, Indonesia).

This study also observed a trend that 
has been cited in the research literature: 
that embeddedness in community 
demands journalists’ engagement with 
what would be best for that community 
(Hess and Waller 2017). When journalists 
report for local communities about local 
environmental concerns, advocacy 
therefore seems more natural:

“The stories that we write, 
especially for the communities 
we work in, our communities, 
we kind of grow and live with 
these stories, grow with these 
stories. And we look at ourselves 
as part of their stories. And we 
think there’s a community out 
there we are fighting for. So then, 
even before writing stories, we 
look at the significance, why 
we are going to write this. If it’s 
around, you know, biodiversity, for 
example, stories about, you know, 
climate change, environment. 
And we’re out there as advocates 
for something because we think 
there’s something [we] want to 
happen. So, we go out there and 
contribute to us having that goal of 
having something happen. So, then 
I think, yeah, I think we advocate, 
we are advocates for something 
when it comes to reporting on, for 
example, on climate change and 
environment, because for most 
journalists that are in this beat…
they want to fight for something.” 
(Journalist, Uganda).

6. “Furphy” is an Australian slang word for a confected or improbable story that is claimed to be factual. 
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Other journalists regarded one of their 
professional obligations as being a 
“voice” and speaking out on behalf of 
those whose voices are not listened to. 
This includes either human groups who 
tend to be marginalized and whose 
voices are seldom heard in media 
coverage of environmental debates, or 
indeed, nature itself. If this was regarded 
as advocacy, then these journalists were 
comfortable taking on this role:

“So, I would not say we should 
not be advocating the issues. We 
should be advocating for issues. 
Like for example, I am writing 
on Indigenous issues, and I 
have to advocate for people who 
are suffering. In that way, it’s 
advocacy itself. But keeping that 
in mind, I think it’s very important 
to be objective as well. Because 
when you’re not objective, it’s 
impacting the outcome and quality 
of your work. So, in that sense, I 
think there should be a fine line in 
between. Because it’s not possible 
that you don’t advocate for the 
people you’re writing for. You 
should do it.” (Journalist, Nepal).

“I do believe advocacy is a part 
of our work. Why? Simply, when 
I write an article about political 

issues or economic issues, there 
are two parts. And both, they can 
express themselves. And they can, 
you know, show their opinion, their 
policies. But when you talk about 
climate issues, there’s a part – 
society, human society can express 
itself – but the nature cannot. The 
species cannot. So, in this case, 
how to be objective to keep the 
balance between species and 
between humans?” (Journalist, 
Iraq).

Finally, journalists also cited solutions or 
constructive journalism in the context 
of discussion about advocacy. One 
journalist from Mongolia saw this as 
closely aligned with advocacy, which 
they regarded as one further step along 
the objectivity-advocacy spectrum.

“But when it comes to, and right 
now in Mongolia, also, we are in 
a very big argument within our 
industry, on whether journalism 
has an advocacy kind of role. My 
argument is, if we were in Norway, 
we probably don’t have to. But 
because there are lingering issues 
that are not being solved for 30 
plus years, and people are dying 
because of that – when there 
is no war – I think we should 

have a higher advocacy role. But 
there are ways to do solutions 
journalism without, like, actively 
advocating, but still constructively 
talking about it and promoting 
discussions. Right now, what 
I’m publicly saying is, we’ll do 
solutions journalism in a way that’s 
not advocacy, or activism. But in 
the back of my mind, I do think 
journalism should have that role, 
step up and should have that role.” 
(Journalist, Mongolia). 

From detailed conversations with 
journalists, this study starts to build 
a more nuanced picture of the fine 
dividing line that separates traditional 
journalistic norms from the ways 
journalism is being practiced on the 
ground, all over the world, today. 
Though many journalists, and perhaps 
also some funders of such journalism, 
may reject the idea of advocacy in 
climate and environmental journalism, it 
appears that many are indeed enacting 
a more subjective role conception, 
championing the needs of communities 
and those that are suffering at the 
‘front lines’ of climate change and 
environmental harms. 
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The impact of journalism can be hard 
to substantiate as change is often 
brought about through a confluence 
of factors. Detailed research into 
the impact of journalism is rare, and 
although such research has shown that 
journalism can have demonstrable 
impacts (Tolmie 2023) such highly 
detailed work is not common, meaning 
that links between the work of 
journalists and real-world impact are 
not often clearly made. Such impact-
tracing was beyond the scope of this 
study, however, we did want to know 
journalists’ own perceptions on whether 
their work had achieved impact. One 
interview participant who had reported 
in both Poland and the Netherlands 
stated: 

“I think it’s a really difficult 
question to establish a very clear 
causation with most stories, unless 
they’re so explosive that they 
actually lead to a scandal, which 
rarely happens.”  
(Journalist, Netherlands). 

A U.S. editor interviewee similarly 
noted that often the impact of 
environmental journalism is through 
an indirect “contribution”. Interviewees 
in the U.S., Brazil, New Zealand, and 
Australia – countries with relatively 
recent changes at the political level 
from more conservative to more 
progressive national governments, or 
vice versa – also observed that it was 
difficult to determine whether changes 
to government policy were the result of 
journalists reporting on climate change 
and the environment, or whether 
parties were changing policy in 
response to perceived public pressure.

Despite these complications, making 
change or having impact through one’s 
work remains an important motivator 
and measure of success for journalists 
(Tofel 2013, p.3,9) – particularly those 
practitioners whose reportage 

6.12 Having impact and making change 

involves exposing wrongdoing or 
identifying societal problems. As one 
U.S. interviewee put it: “I think that 
most people who get into journalism 
do want to make an impact with 
their work”. Bringing about such 
change through journalism, however, 
often requires the engagement and 
mobilization of the public, and the 
willingness of those in positions of 
power to be swayed by public pressure. 
One interviewee from Austria explained 
the process as follows: 

“I think how journalists created 
the changes that they got is by 
making the people living in Austria 
be aware of what’s happening. And 
so they are demanding something 
different and in return, the 
politicians are reacting to them.” 
(Journalist, Austria).

An interviewee from Costa Rica 
outlined this phenomenon in starker 
terms:

“…you can say that you see these 
changes, because my outlet and 
all media, we do pressure a lot 
of our politicians. And I don’t 
know about yours, but mine: they 
want re-election. So, [if] you are 
pointing out something that is 
problematic in terms of re-election 
or popularity or something like 
that, they tend to act. I don’t know 
if they do it for conviction, or for 
pressure, or convenience, but they 
do.” (Journalist, Costa Rica).

A journalist in Canada, who has a 
background in investigative reporting, 
suggested that impact was not 
necessarily driven by high readership 
numbers and audience mobilization, 
but by connecting more directly with 
policymakers: 

“…it wasn’t that a lot of people 
read them, but that the right 
people read them. And I think 
that is the key to a lot of the 
environmental journalism we see 
in Canada and what I seek to do. 
I’m not under any illusions that I’m 
going to get millions of clicks on 
my stories. But I do think that if I 
develop a reputation as a reporter 
who’s breaking news that matters 
on a public policy front, when it 
comes to the environment, when 
it comes to climate change, that 
the right people are reading my 
stories, and that these are decision 
makers, these are influencers—and 
I don’t mean TikTok influencers, 
I mean people who whisper in 
the ears of those with power, and 
are actually able to influence - on 
an individual level - government 
policy. And so, you know, in a 
weird way, I don’t let the small 
numbers or the lack of huge 
readership discourage me because 
I do see the impact the journalism 
has.” (Journalist, Canada).
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In this study’s survey component, 741 
participants responded to the question 
“Do you think there has been change 
as a result of your work reporting on 
climate change and the environment?” 
Responses were across seven pre-
identified fields, which can be grouped 

While the majority of respondents 
indicated changes at the level of public 
understanding/awareness of climate 
change (64%) and of environmental 
issues (61%), this was not reflected in 
the respondents’ perception of actual 
behavioral change among the public 
(33%). This suggests the majority of 
journalists in this space feel as though 
their work is raising public awareness/
understanding and playing a role 
in educating audiences about the 
reality of environmental issues, but 
those audiences are not necessarily 
acting on that newfound knowledge 
or altering their behavior accordingly. 
Additionally, 7% of respondents 
indicated they believed their work had 
brought about no changes.

Journalists involved in this study 
seemed generally optimistic about the 
capacity of their work to spur change 
and influence audiences, but remained 
realistic about potential limitations. As 
one interviewee from the Philippines 
stated:

“Yeah the understanding, 
awareness etc? I guess we’re 
creating initial progress. We’re 
creating initial progress. It’s not 
drastic changes, but our stories, 
I believe, are creating an impact. 
Not only in the Philippines,  
but all over the world.”  
(Journalist, Philippines).

Figure 34: Survey respondents’ perception of change as a result of reporting

Q27 - Do you think there has been change as a result of your work reporting on 
climate change and environment? (Choose all that apply)

741 Responses

No, no change

Yes, change in my newsroom

Yes, better public...

Yes, better public...

Yes, behaviour change by the...

Yes, change in industry practices

7%

32%

64%

61%

33%

17%

0% 10% 20% 30%

Yes, government policy change 29%

40% 50% 60%

into no change, internal change (in 
newsrooms), external public change, 
and external change among the power 
elite (industry practice and government 
policy).

An interviewee from the Solomon 
Islands similarly stated that “generally, 
our reporting, although it still has a 
long way to go, has been, in a way 
educating our people on the impacts 
and effects of climate change on their 
lives”. One U.S. reporter described the 
work of the media as contributing to 
a “shifting of the Overton window” (the 
spectrum of ideas on public policy or 
social issues considered acceptable 
by the public at any given time) that 
normalizes climate change issues and 
“move[s] the conversation forward” 
among the public and politic.
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Twenty-nine percent of survey 
respondents believed their work had 
spurred government policy change, 
and 17% believed they had influenced 
changes in industry practices. While this 
degree of perceived impact/change 
to the power elite is considerably lower 
than perceived influence among the 
general public, the fact that 29% of 
respondents felt they had changed 
government policy is a surprisingly 
strong and encouraging finding. 
However, one potential reason for this 
result could be that the study survey 
options did not specify the level of 
government where policy change had 
occurred. The interview component 
of this study provided further context 
on this point, with many interviewees 
indicating that changes at a local 
or state government equivalent level 
can often be much more achievable 
than those at a national level. This 
appears to be partly due to the direct 
connections local reporters are able to 
establish with local stakeholders and 
policymakers, local reporters’ ability to 
demonstrate the ways in which specific 
environmental and climate concerns 
are affecting specific communities, and 
the outsized influence of media outlets 
in smaller communities. As one U.S. 
interviewee put it:

“I think the most impact I had as 
an environmental journalist was 
when I was working for a pretty 
small community newspaper 
in Colorado, for a community of 
20,000 people, where I was really 
able to hold people accountable.” 
(Journalist, U.S.).

This preference for smaller-scale 
reform – or at least recognition by 
environmental journalists that local 
impact is more achievable – may 
also be linked to the requirements 
sometimes set out by NGOs and other 
media support bodies. While these 
entities are discussed in greater detail 
elsewhere in this report, it is worth 
acknowledging here that many such 
organizations prioritize impact as a 
key measure of successful journalism, 
and tailor their grant applications to 
reflect this. As noted by Townend et 
al. (2016, p.4), for example, a funder 
such as the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation “requires that its money be 
spent on journalism that has some kind 
of assessable impact”. Such a finding 
was also revealed in the interview 
component of this study, with one 
interviewee from Cambodia stating the 
following:

“Oh, man. The amount of impact 
assessments I filled out, you’d 
better believe…All of these grants 
care about impact. If anything, all 
these grants care an equal amount 
about the impact as the story 
itself, it seems, from what I can 
tell…” (Journalist, Cambodia).

If media support organizations are 
prioritizing tangible impact and making 
this a condition of their funding, it is 
possible reporters dependent on these 
grants may either over-report impact 
of may lean toward less ambitious 
stories in order to fulfill this requirement. 
This issue has been observed previously 
in the literature by Townend et al. (2016, 
p.4), who note:

The requirement to show ‘impact’ 
could have possible consequences 
for the story proposals journalists 
offer when seeking a grant: they 
may be more likely to pitch stories 
about micro-level problems on 
which evidence of progress or 
impact is easier to adduce, rather 
than addressing long-term issues 
that may be objectively more 
important to the public interest.
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6.13 How journalists perceive the role of media support NGOs 

The international ecosystem of non-
government organizations, professional 
networks, private philanthropic and 
state-affiliated funders that play 
a role in supporting environment 
reporters to do their jobs is evidently 
crucial in supporting the work of 
climate and environmental journalists, 
globally. An overwhelming majority of 
survey participants recognized the 

importance of external actors such as 
local/national media support NGOs 
or philanthropic organizations to 
advancing climate and environmental 
journalism in their countries, with 80% 
of respondents describing this support 
as “extremely” or “very” important. Only 
a scant 2% of respondents described 
such funders, donors and support 
NGOs as “not at all important”.

As discussed, NGOs and others in 
this space provide grants, training, 
networking/collaboration opportunities, 
and sources both primary – 
connecting journalists with experts and 
spokespeople available for comment 
on specific issues, as well as secondary 
sources of information. In many cases 
this goes toward filling the gap created 
by dwindling resources and time 
constraints discussed in detail above. 

Figure 35: Importance of media support organizations/NGOs

Q22 - How important is the support of external organizations like local/national media support NGOs 
or philanthropic organizations to advancing climate and environmental journalism in your country?

733 Responses
Not at all important

Slightly important

Somewhat important

Very important

Extremely important

2%

4%

13%

41%

39%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

One journalist-interviewee in Bahrain 
summarized such support as follows: 
“they do a tremendous job in helping us 
with doing things the way they should 
be done”. Journalists interviewed for 
this project frequently said that much 
climate and environmental journalism, 
in LMICs in particular, might never be 
produced if not for donor support of 
the kind described here.
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Reporting Country Quote

Brazil “They do everything to make our jobs easier. So, in that sense, I really value the work 
of these NGOs, because they really help in access to data.”

Cambodia “I think if we took out NGO and foreign funding, foreign government funding, for the 
independent press, we'd be done. I think that would be the end of it. I think most of 
these grants are coming from foreign governments and foreign NGOs. So yes, if we 
removed that, I think the independent press would crumble pretty quickly here.”

Fiji “I think for enthusiastic climate reporters and environmental reporters like myself, 
these organizations are a lifeline to the stories that we want to bring to life.”

Indonesia “As of now, I think NGOs play a very, very important part in Indonesia to support and 
boost environmental and climate journalism … the NGOs, they are very valuable as 
the go-to resource when it comes to environmental journalism in Indonesia.”

Iraq “NGOs, their support to journalists it has really an impact and positive impact. And 
a lot of stories, a lot of investigation articles, short films, short documentary films, we 
produce it, and we're reading, thanks to these organizations.”

Philippines “A lot of these programs have been part of the training of different environmental 
journalists here in the Philippines. So, it's very important, because it's filling in the 
education gap when it comes to the environmental beat.”

United States “I do interact with them. I think they're great. I think they do a lot of good work, 
especially for newbies. I think they're a really great handhold for the first year or two 
when you're just getting your feet under you.”

Despite these positive impacts, 
journalists noted there was always 
more that NGOs and other funders 
could be doing to support them 
in the environment and climate 
change reporting space. While some 
interviewees acknowledged that 
many NGOs are dealing with the same 
funding and resource constraints as 
those within the journalism industry, 
a repeated theme of these semi-
structured conversations was the need 
for more – more funding grants, more 
training, more supplementary research, 
more sources, and more networking 
opportunities. As a journalist from 
Ecuador noted:

Table 3: Interview responses attesting to the importance of 
NGO support of climate and environmental journalism.

“Sometimes these small grants are 
too small, and there is not enough 
money to cover the story and 
the travel expenses. That can be 
improved.” (Journalist, Ecuador).

Several contradictions were raised 
through the research interviews for 
this study, however, with journalists 
underscoring the need for more 
grants, but also stressing their desire 
for independence and their wish for 
newsrooms that could eventually 
sustain themselves without external 
funding. One Brazilian reporter 
described her concerns with this over-
reliance on grants and funding models 
she considered to be unsustainable:

“Why did we have so much 
coverage about Amazon? 
Because it was important, but 
also, because there is funding 
to do that. And I was talking 
to some friends, that now the 
deforestation is going down, 
and things are looking a little 
bit better, probably, we’re 
not going to have that much 
money, because this is going to 
go somewhere else. And this 
is going to affect the whole 
ecosystem of independent 
journalism in Brazil, because 
there is a lot of new newsrooms 
that are born because of this 
funding. Especially international 
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funding … Yeah, to me it looks like 
a bubble. I have a feeling that at 
some point it’s going to crash.” 
(Journalist, Brazil).

Several interviewees suggested 
that NGOs could better assist their 
work through more longer-term 
reporting roles and through facilitating 
collaboration between freelancers and 
established newsrooms. This seems to 
be consistent with a multi-year funding 
model, rather than shorter term or 
one-off funding. One former journalist 
from Mongolia who now works at a 
media support NGO suggested a more 
focused, less ‘scattergun’ approach 
was required:

“…when there are projects, for 
instance, funded by international 
organizations, it’s very much 
scattered. So, it’s kind of, in my 
view, the tactic is that they are 
scattering the funds into various 
organizations, just to keep them 
alive. So, it doesn’t give us an 
opportunity to grow to become 
an expert in that area. And then 
we’re still like, repeating the wheel 
again, here and there.” (Journalist, 
Mongolia).

Another common theme was the need 
for these organizations to work more 
closely with newsroom editors and 
management to enable greater buy-in, 
rather than relying on a bottom-up 
approach focusing entirely on frontline 
reporters. Journalists engaged with 
in this research thought those NGOs 
seeking to engage with and provide 
sources and material for practitioners 
should also consider meeting journalists 
where they are, and speaking their 
language – for example, avoiding 
technical terms and jargon, and 
crafting media releases and putting 
forward potential interviewees with 

news values in front of mind, rather 
than the public relations values of the 
organization concerned. One reporter 
expressed his frustration with this 
current process:

“Sometimes, these NGOs, they do 
have good data and good projects, 
they just don’t know how to present 
the information to the media … if 
NGOs could somehow harmonize 
the realities of their organizations 
regarding communications, and 
the actual goals they seek with the 
information they are giving, I guess 
it would be better.” (Journalist, 
Costa Rica).

On this topic of collaboration, one 
Canadian interviewee proposed that 
NGOs should consider supplementing 
the work of environmental reporters 
through what he termed “para-
journalism”:

“I used to see it a lot when I was 
doing financial investigation, that 
there are these specialized NGOs 
that specialize in like offshore 
tax evasion, and corruption, and 
bribery, and things like that … 
essentially, it’s just investigative 
journalism, but it’s being done 
by an NGO. So, I think that NGOs 
have that role in the environmental 
space, simply to augment the 
research powers that might have 
once been done by journalists, 
but now wouldn’t.” (Journalist, 
Canada).

Finally, several journalists commented 
that being required by donors and 
support organizations to write stories 
on particular subject areas in climate 
and environmental journalism as a 
requirement of funding could obscure 
some more ‘real’ local stories that 
urgently needed to be told. Some 

journalists suggested that funding 
should be subject-agnostic, within the 
broad field of climate and environment. 
One journalist from Ecuador has this to 
say:

“Maybe, to be less strict about the 
topics. Because sometimes it’s 
like, you can only do you know, 
mitigating climate change in only 
this specific area of Ecuador. And, 
you know, the parameters are too 
specific and it’s hard to find stories 
when you have those limitations. 
I have found that as an obstacle.” 
(Journalist, Ecuador).

While there is little doubt that media 
support organizations, philanthropic 
foundations, government aid agencies, 
single-subject news outlets and ENGOs 
are significantly aiding journalists to 
report climate and environment stories 
that would otherwise likely not be 
heard, there are some caveats about 
the funder/recipient relationship. 
The kinds of positive outcomes that 
journalists report should not absolve 
the whole landscape of media support 
initiatives from critical appraisal – 
especially when the flow of funding 
is typically one-way: from higher 
income countries to LMICs. The little 
research that exists on donor funding 
of journalism in LMICs has noted the 
sometimes neo-colonial nature and 
“inescapably political character” (Miller 
2009 p.10) of this kind of assistance. 
This means that transparency in the 
relationship between the funder and 
the recipient of funding is particularly 
crucial. Journalists need to know 
whose money has funded them and 
why. Transparency about funding or 
particular stories should also be made 
clear to audiences.

As one of the journalists interviewed 
for this study noted, for media support 
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initiatives to be effective in the longer 
term, reporting jobs needed to be 
available as well as locally well-
regarded outlets in which supported 
stories can be published. Such stories 
ultimately needed to be accessible to 
appropriate local audiences to be able 
to make locally-relevant impact. As one 
French interviewee put it:

“…there are some small initiatives 
popping up in the Global South, but 
who is really reading them, apart 
from the donors and the white 
journalists that speak English, 
basically? I think that’s a massive, 
massive problem that needs 

to be addressed in some way.” 
(Journalist, France).

Finally, there is also a perhaps 
unspoken tension around the fact 
that high-income country funding is 
prominent in supporting LMIC country 
climate/environmental journalism 
when high-income countries are 
disproportionately responsible 
for precipitating many global 
environmental harms – like climate 
change – which people in LMICs 
are now bearing the brunt of. This 
disjuncture is likely not to be the subject 

of climate/environmental journalism 
funded by international donors, as 
journalists are possibly unwilling to ‘bite 
the hand that feeds them’. If this is the 
case, this is problematic for journalists 
telling some of the stories that matter 
most today, many of which are deeply 
entwined with themes of inequality and 
environmental justice.
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7.

DISCUSSION
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The landscape that has been 
traced here is one of obstacles and 
opportunities. We have seen all types 
of journalists covering climate change: 
some specialists and many generalists. 
There is a growing recognition of the 
notion that ‘every story is a climate 
story’: that is, there are implications 
for climate change and environment 
in many more stories than those 
that clearly constitute ‘climate’ or 
‘environment’ reporting. In the current 
moment, every journalist needs 
expertise in these spheres. 

Journalists all over the world suffer 
from job insecurity in the current media 
landscape. Media outlets in high 
income countries have lost specialist 
reporters in recent years and smaller, 
local news outlets seem to have been 
hardest hit. Journalists now have 
scant time and resources to do deep, 
investigative work. Journalists in LMICs, 
however, face more challenges than 
their counterparts in high income 
countries when it comes to reporting 
on climate and environment – including 
greater professional precarity. Many 
journalists also face real threats to 
their personal safety while doing their 
jobs – and they may need to self-
censor their climate and environmental 
reporting as a result. This is not to say 
that climate change coverage in LMICs 
is lacking. This study contributes new 
empirical evidence to the existing work 
that points out a rich landscape of 
climate and environmental journalism 
work in LMICs. This study has found, 
though, that limited resources for doing 
climate and environmental journalism 
are the biggest obstacle to more and 
better such journalism being produced. 
Such limitations are also compounded 
by lack of access to local experts, 

availability of locally-relevant data 
and ways to verify data. Journalists in 
lower income country settings reported 
especially a lack of time and money 
for fieldwork. In some places, especially 
in rural settings in LMICs, journalists 
feel challenged by lack of audience 
understanding of global issues like 
climate change. In other places, mostly 
in higher income countries, journalists 
perceive news avoidance to be a 
problem for audience engagement 
with climate and environmental news.

Conversely, this study has found 
that more funding, training, access 
to experts, collaboration and 
opportunities for mentorships can 
indeed empower climate and 
environmental journalists and amplify 
their work. This study has established 
that the economic assistance that 
media support NGOs and other 
international philanthropic funding 
bodies provide is fundamental to the 
thriving of many individual journalists 
and newsrooms in LMICs. While 

We have presented here the results of months of investigations, conversations, and connections between journalists and 
journalism researchers which have criss-crossed the planet digitally, helping us to synthesize the existing research on climate 
and environmental journalism with the current reality – and in doing so, to speak to some existing gaps in current knowledge 
about climate and environmental journalism.

This study is unique 
and important 

because it seems 
to be the first that 
has incorporated a 
truly global cohort 

of journalists 
in answering 

questions about the 
contemporary state of 

their work ‘covering 
the planet’. 

training, fellowships, and philanthropic 
funding are also crucial to supporting 
the work of covering climate and the 
environment in higher income country 
settings, we heard from journalists 
in this study that much reporting on 
climate and environment in LMICs 
would not be produced at all without 
international funding. However, there 
is still a tension in the donor/fundee 
relationship, which requires careful 
navigation and much transparency in 
order for donor-funded climate and 
environmental reporting to be, and to 
be perceived as, fully independent.

This study is unique and important 
because it seems to be the first that 
has incorporated a truly global cohort 
of journalists in asking and answering 
questions about the contemporary 
state of their work ‘covering the planet’. 
Much previous research on climate 
and environmental journalism has 
focused on the U.S., Europe and the 
‘Anglosphere’, and although research 
into climate and environmental 
journalism in LMICs is increasing, it 
is rare for such research to focus on 
both higher and middle- to low-
income countries within one study. This 
global focus has generated rich data, 
which have revealed some surprising 
findings. For example, this study has 
clearly established that the journalistic 
norm of ‘balance’ is still being widely 
used in order to justify incorporating 
climate ‘skeptic’ sources in climate 
change reporting. Recent studies at 
the nexus of journalism and climate 
change had indicated that ‘balance 
as bias’ (Boykoff and Boykoff 2004) 
was an artefact of the past, and that 
journalists are broadly now reporting 
more in line with scientific consensus. 
This study underscores that this is not 
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the case everywhere. This means that 
in many countries, media audiences 
are being led to believe that the 
causes of climate change are not clear, 
or that necessary responses to climate 
change have not been agreed on. This 
is highly problematic when widespread 
public understanding of the causes 
and impacts of climate change is so 
urgently needed to support climate 
action on a global scale.

In the digital media landscape where 
anyone with access to the internet 
can be a producer and broadcaster 
of information, mis/disinformation 
are increasingly complicating the 
job of journalism. We heard from 
journalists that erroneous information 
was widespread especially on social 
media, and that the speed with 
which it proliferated could ‘drown out’ 
carefully researched, factual journalism 
on climate and environment. Even in 
these circumstances, and with trust in 
media declining overall, when it came 
to trust in reporting on climate change 
and environmental harms specifically, 
journalists perceived that media were 
broadly quite well trusted. This suggests 
that media – the key source of climate 
and environmental information for most 
people – are still the crucial arena for 
public deliberation on climate change 
and environmental problems, and 
what should be done about them. 
This means that focusing funding and 
training attention on journalists who 
cover the planet, so that they can do 
so better, is important and justified.

This study was also concerned with 
establishing how in the context of 
current, cascading environmental 
harms, and the existential threat of 
climate change, journalists covering 
climate and environment saw their 
professional roles. We confirmed that 
many journalists felt that ‘advocacy’ 
for action on climate and environment 
was a step outside their long-held 
professional norms. Journalists we 

interviewed, all over the world, did have 
some nuanced perceptions of exactly 
what constituted ‘advocacy’, ‘balance’ 
and ‘impartiality’ – which perhaps go 
further toward taking an active stance 
on environmental issues, given the 
urgency of the situation. However, this 
study found that journalists, broadly, 
would not ‘advocate’ for particular 
positions, regarding this as contrary 
to their professional standards. It is 
clear that journalism has broadened 
its scope beyond its earlier ‘watchdog’ 
and ‘Fourth Estate’ roles. Some of the 
most recent research literature on 
‘post-normal’ journalism identifies a 
new tendency toward journalists taking 
active positions of advocacy that 
defend the “most common on common 
goods” by doing journalism: that is, 
the ecosystems and natural resources 
of the planet (Brüggemann et al., 
2022, p. 1). However, our global study 
does not clearly support this previous 
research observation, with many of our 
study cohort reluctant to be seen as 
environmental ‘advocates’. 

This position demands careful 
consideration. In other spheres of 
journalism and on other subject matter, 
journalists do freely advocate. During 
the worst times of the COVID-19 
pandemic, for example, media in 
many countries clearly aligned with 
government positions on vaccine 
mandates and lockdown orders – 
often under the uniting phrase ‘we 
are all in this together’. Journalists 
joined in this advocacy effort, seeing 
it as ‘public interest’ or ‘constructive’ 
journalism (Sweet et al. 2021). It is worth 
considering, then, whether journalists 
should be less hesitant to advocate 
than this study has found them to 
be, when covering climate and the 
environment. NGO funders, too, may 
need to reconsider their appetite 
for advocacy in the journalism they 
support.

Media are crucial in informing and 
educating their audiences about 
environmental harms, and media 
discourse, locally, nationally, and globally, 
can be a powerful driver of policy making 
and policy change. As The Guardian’s 
global environment editor Jonathan 
Watts has put it, environmental crisis calls 
for journalists to “shape public opinion” 
and “influence change”. “Journalism as 
usual” he notes, is “not enough” (Watts, 
2020). As Covering Climate Now founders, 
Mark Hertsgaard and Kyle Pope (2021) 
have similarly put it, in the face of climate 
change:

 

Such truth-telling must necessarily 
incorporate reporting on climate and 
environmental justice. Journalists, 
especially in LMICs, should make clear 
to their audiences, countries’ differential 
responsibility for causing climate and 
environmental crises. From this must 
follow media conversations about where 
greater responsibility for climate action – 
including climate reparation – lies.

‘Covering the Planet’ in a time of 
environmental crisis is a privilege and a 
responsibility. This is crucial and urgent 
work – and there is much work to be 
done. This study illustrates a landscape 
in which many, committed professional 
journalists are striving to tell the stories 
that matter most, right across the planet. 
But they are trying to do much, with little. 
Supporting and amplifying their work in 
this global moment is essential if we are 
to enact the transformative change that 
is so urgently needed.

journalists have a responsibility to 
make sure the public understands 
what’s at stake and . . . to hold 
powerful interests accountable for 
doing what’s needed to preserve 
a liveable planet. That starts with 
telling the truth: about the climate 
emergency, its solutions, and how little 
time remains before it’s too late.
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8.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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• Funders should make 
more support available 
for journalists covering 
climate change and the 
environment:   
Media support organizations 
could prioritize supporting 
journalism on these subject 
areas given the urgent 
nature of climate change 
and environmental issues. 
More coverage of climate 
change and environment 
are crucial to amplify the 
salience of these issues for 
audiences. Misinformation 
also thrives where accurate 
information is insufficient. 

• Funders should work with 
journalists and newsrooms 
for a focused approach and 
longevity of funding:   
NGOs need to assist news 
outlets and individual 
journalists in the longer term 
to build capacity and work 
toward sustainability. Multi-
year funding initiatives can 
build capacity better than 
more widespread, but short 
term approaches.

• Funders should consider 
journalists’ diverse training 
needs in different country 
contexts:   
Training needs vary from 
subject-specific information 
(especially attribution 
science, how to access 
data, how to identify and 
distinguish between mis/
disinformation, and climate 
justice perspectives), to 
education on professional 
norms (use of balance), to 
in-person workshops to 
enable networking and 
collaboration. Training is 
needed in both high income 
countries and LMICs  

• Funders should enable 
journalists to cover the 
stories they deem most 
locally relevant:   
NGOs may fund journalists 
to cover stories in a 
particular subject area, 
determined by funder 
interests and goals - 
however, making funding 
unconditional may assist in 
giving the most crucial local 
stories priority.

Recommendations for funding organizations

• Funders may need to 
develop a more nuanced 
approach to ‘objectivity’ and 
‘advocacy’:   
Many journalists well 
understand how to navigate 
the fine line between 
advocating for their 
communities and for policy 
action, and journalistic 
objectivity. A requirement 
not to advocate should not 
be a condition of funding 
climate and environmental 
journalism. 

• Funders should be realistic 
when it comes to asking 
journalists to assess impact:  
Not all stories can make 
demonstrable impact, and 
making impact a condition 
of funding may lead to 
journalists choosing “lower 
ambition” issues in order 
to be able to demonstrate 
change. 

• Funders should avoid donor 
influence on environmental 
news coverage, and the 
perception of it:   
Individual newsrooms and 
journalists need to know 
and disclose their funders 
to avoid potential and 
perceived conflicts of 
interest.   
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Recommendations for newsrooms

• Newsrooms should 
encourage some journalists 
to specialize in reporting 
on climate change and the 
environment:  
Climate change and/or 
environmental issues are 
large and complex. For  
a journalist to develop  
in-depth knowledge, 
they need to become a 
specialist. Newsrooms should 
have a dedicated climate/
environment reporter 
wherever possible, and if 
resources allow, establish 
climate and environment 
‘teams’. 

• Media outlets should 
publish and broadcast 
more climate/environment 
stories and make them more 
prominent:   
Audiences take cues from 
the volume and prominence 
of media coverage as to 
which issues in the news are 
most important. Newsrooms 
need to scale up climate/
environment coverage and 
put it on the front page. 
Reporting about climate and 
environmental issues should 
not be tied only to disasters 
or climate-related events.

• Newsrooms should 
encourage collaboration and 
knowledge sharing between 
journalists:   
‘All stories are climate 
stories’ so journalists should 
be encouraged and 
enabled to collaborate 
within newsrooms to share 
expertise and ensure climate 
and environmental issues are 
highlighted in more stories. 

• Newsrooms should consider 
collaborating with climate 
and environment news 
specialist organizations:   
Newsroom leadership 
should consider having their 
news outlet collaborate 
with organizations that 
offer training, share climate 
and environmental news 
content, and make climate/
environment experts 
accessible to journalists. 

• Newsrooms must help 
journalists understand 
misinformation, its origins, 
and how to avoid it:   
Journalists need training to 
on the varied nature of mis/ 
disinformation in relation to 

climate and environment so 
they can better understand 
where it comes from, how 
to detect and refute it, and 
how to avoid inadvertently 
proliferating it. 

• Media must work to protect 
journalists’ physical, legal 
and digital safety:  
Many journalists face 
threats as a result of their 
work. Newsrooms should 
work within national legal 
frameworks, where possible, 
and with international 
journalist defense 
organizations, to better 
protect their journalists. 
NGOs could also work with 
newsrooms and journalists 
to deliver training on ways 
to avoid threats becoming 
more dangerous.
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Recommendations for journalists

• Journalists must focus 
on making global 
environmental issues locally 
relevant:   
Stories that explain global 
phenomena, like climate 
change and environmental 
harms in a local context 
are more engaging for 
audiences. 

• Climate and environmental 
journalism should cover 
solutions as well as 
problems:   
Cataloguing problems 
without offering solutions 
may make audiences 
disengage. Provide possible 
solutions when addressing 
problems in climate/
environmental reporting. 
Solutions journalism must 
critically evaluate and 
analyze solution initiatives, 
not be uncritical to maintain 
positivity. 

• Climate justice perspectives 
should be highlighted in 
climate change reporting:  
Responsibility for causing 
and responding to climate 
and environmental harms is 
not equal across the planet. 
Journalists should address 
differential responsibility and 
climate justice perspectives 
in their climate change 
reporting.

• Journalists need to consider 
their own, and their 
media outlet’s, position 
on the spectrum between 
‘objectivity’ and ‘advocacy’:  
Each journalist should 
consider their own stance 
on objectivity in journalism 
versus advocacy for action. 
They may not be mutually 
exclusive, especially when 
reporting on climate/
environment (e.g.: avoiding 
extreme global heating 
is objectively better than 
the opposite, so it is not 
‘unobjective’ to advocate for 
this position). 

• Journalists should not 
provide a platform for 
sources that deny climate 
science:   
The science on climate 
change is settled. Journalists 
need to understand 
the science and report 
accordingly. Journalists 
should not quote ‘skeptic’ 
views alongside credible 
climate science sources in 
the name of balance. 

• Journalists need to 
build their knowledge of 
attribution science:  
Understanding attribution of 
extreme weather events – 
and their projected increase 
– will allow journalists to 

more accurately convey 
the influence of climate 
change on such events to 
their audiences. This will 
help audiences understand 
that climate change is 
happening now, and its 
impacts will likely accelerate 
into the future. 

• Journalists need to work 
together to ensure climate/
environment issues suffuse 
more reporting:   
Climate and environmental 
issues affect diverse 
domains of society. 
Journalists can work with 
colleagues working in other 
specializations (eg: sport, 
business) to ensure more 
comprehensive coverage. 

• Journalists need to make 
clear humans’ dependence 
on the natural world:  
Humans’ dependence on 
nature is rarely addressed 
in media coverage. 
Incorporating this theme 
more centrally into climate 
and environmental reporting 
may help conscientize 
audiences about the 
urgent need to act on 
environmental problems.
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9.

SUGGESTIONS FOR  
FURTHER STUDIES
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Journalism and emotion is an emerging 
area of study, particularly in relation 
to climate change reporting. Such 
research might also investigate how 
audiences and journalists alike are 
emotionally affected by climate 
and environment journalism. Such 
work could reveal more about how 
journalism’s ‘emotional turn’ could make 
climate/environment reporting more 
engaging and impactful. 

This study has not primarily focused 
on newsroom leadership, but rather 
working journalists themselves. It is 
crucial that future work focus on the 
role of media business leaders and 
those who are in leadership roles 
running news organizations, including 
newsroom editors. This will bring 
an additional perspective to the 
understanding of ‘what makes news’ 
and what makes news business. It is 
essential to bring this perspective to 
building a clearer understanding of 
climate and environmental reporting.

In addition to this, an authentically 
global media content analysis exercise 
– focusing on media in high-income 
countries as well as LMICs, would add 

further detail to the snapshot provided 
here of climate and environmental 
journalism. These kinds of studies 
have been done, but not on the 
global scale of the research with 
journalists undertaken for the current 
study. An analysis of media discourse 
across multiple countries of perhaps 
a 10-year timeframe is a very large 
undertaking, but an essential one to 
complement the picture of climate and 
environmental journalism now.

This study has focused on journalists themselves. The priority has been to hear their voices and to piece together a 
genuinely global snapshot of the state of the work of climate and environmental journalists in the current moment. 
However, media are multifaceted and journalists are only one category of player. To complement the work presented 
here, we recommend an aligned study of global audiences. It is important for media organizations to accurately gauge 
media audiences’ level of climate literacy and understanding of environmental issues. Likewise, such a study could ask 
audiences about their wants and needs in relation to journalism on these subjects – including how audiences prefer 
to receive such information, whether they prefer to be informed about problems or solutions and what empowers 
audiences to act. 

Finally, more work should be done to 
understand what aspect of mediated 
public life most helps catalyze change. 
This likely includes journalism as 
well as other catalysts: the media 
coverage that saturates our lives 
is surely one of the most powerful 
sites for changemaking. As veteran 
environmental media-maker David 
Attenborough has said “Saving our 
planet is now a communications 
challenge”. Further research could 
investigate all kinds of media and 
communication outputs: journalistic 
work, social movement campaigns, 
strategic communications, types of 
messaging, images, documentaries 
– and more, that have successfully 
contributed to catalyzing positive 
change. Such research is needed to 
contribute toward better climate and 
environment communication in all 
areas of media.

“Saving our 
planet is now a 

communications 
challenge”
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10.

LIMITATIONS  
OF THIS STUDY
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The current study was undertaken by a small team of six, each working 
part-time on this study, in a relatively short, 9-month timeframe. The key 
intention of the study was the broad global spread, as has been described 
throughout. The very broad nature of this study over an especially small 
timeframe did mean that the study was less able to drill deep in places.  
For example, it would have been preferable to include Indigenous 
journalists, and thoroughly investigate Indigenous media perspectives  
on environmental journalism. 

Likewise, if the survey had been 
able to run for a longer time 
period, it may have been possible 
to achieve both a larger sample, 
and one that encompassed a 
more even spread of countries, 
including pursuing responses from 
countries that were missing. The 
74 interviews could also reveal 
additional nuance with further 
systematic analysis, which was 

not possible within the timeframe, but 
which we expect to present in future 
research publications. 

Finally, this study substantiates that 
internet-based research is indeed 
not a limitation, but perhaps rather 
an enabler for research that might 
otherwise not be truly globally 
focused research.
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Shaneka Saville is a PhD researcher at Deakin 
University, investigating community-driven climate 

action in rural communities in Australia and 
Indonesia. She has obtained her undergraduate 

degree in Biological Sciences at Deakin University, 
with First Class Honours. Her Honours thesis 

investigated Australian media’s representation of 
animal agriculture’s role in climate change.

Nicholas Payne 

Nicholas Payne is a PhD researcher at Deakin 
University, Australia. His thesis focuses on the power, 

efficacy, and characteristics of award-winning 
Australian investigative journalism. He is also a 
freelance journalist, specializing in investigative 

and longform reporting, as well as a former 
media relations and corporate communications 

professional.

Lova Jansson 

Lova Jansson is a Research Fellow in the Faculty 
of Arts and Education at Deakin University 

and a postgraduate student in international 
policy at the London School of Economics and 
Political Science. She takes a strong interest in 

sustainable international development, intersecting 
vulnerabilities, and the role of different actors in 
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Kristy Hess is a Professor of Communication at 
Deakin University, Australia. She researches local 
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Appendix

List of countries from which survey responses were received.

Albania    2

Algeria   5

Angola    1

Argentina   5

Australia   12

Bangladesh   10

Belarus    1

Belize    2

Benin    2

Bolivia    2

Botswana   2

Brazil    23

Bulgaria   1

Burkina Faso   1

Burundi   4

Cambodia   2

Cameroon   4

Canada   1

China               2

Colombia   11

Comoros   1

Republic Congo   3

Costa Rica   1

Côte d'Ivoire   2

Croatia    1

Democratic Congo  2

Djibouti   1

Ecuador   13

Egypt    3

Ethiopia   3

Fiji               2

France    1

Gambia   4

Georgia   1

Germany   7

Ghana    9

Guatemala   2

Guinea    3

Honduras   1

Hungary   2

India    72

Indonesia   32

Iraq    12

Israel    1

Italy    3

Japan    2

Jordan    1

Kazakhstan   1

Kenya    53

Kyrgyzstan   2

Lao    1

Lebanon   1

Lesotho   1

Liberia    4

Luxembourg   1

Madagascar   3

Malawi    5

Malaysia   4

Mali    1

Mauritania   1

Mauritius   2

Mexico    19

Mongolia   1

Morocco   1

Myanmar   1

Nepal    11

Nigeria    21

Pakistan   15

Palau    1

Papua New Guinea  6

Peru    8

Philippines   14

Portugal   1

Republic of Moldova  2

Russian Federation  1

Rwanda   6

St Vincent & Grenadines       1

Sao Tome and Principe  3

Senegal   1

Sierra Leone   3

Solomon Islands   3

South Africa   7

Spain    3

Sri Lanka   10

Sudan    7

Syrian Arab Republic  2

Tajikistan   3

Thailand   4

Togo    2

Trinidad and Tobago  1

Tunisia    5

Turkey    1

Uganda   20

Ukraine    1

United Kingdom   8

Tanzania   89

United States   44

Uzbekistan  1

Vietnam   6

Yemen    3

Zambia    10

Zimbabwe   8
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Countries of origin of interviewees

Argentina

Australia

Austria

Bahrain

Bhutan

Brazil

Cambodia

Canada

Costa Rica

Cote d’ Ivoire

Czech Republic

Ecuador

Fiji

France

Hungary

India

Indonesia 

Iraq

Mexico

Mongolia

Nepal

New Zealand

Peru

Philippines

Russia

Solomon Islands

South Africa

Sweden

Uganda

UK

USA
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